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Abstract (German)
Quantencomputer können Algorithmen und Berechnungen ermöglichen, die mit einem
klassischen Computer nicht möglich sind. Allerdings ist die Realisierung eines Quan-
tencomputers, der einem klassischen Computer überlegen ist, bisher nur für einzelne
spezielle Berechnungen gelungen, da Quantencomputer stark sensitiv für Störungen sind
und durch die Quantendekohärenz der Zustand des Quantenregisters irreversibel verän-
dert wird.
Diese Masterarbeit beschäftigt sich mit der numerischen Simulation von Quantenopera-
tionen mit gebundenen Majoranazuständen, mit denen topologisches und somit weniger
störungsanfälliges Quantenrechnen möglich ist. Dazu untersuchen wir insbesondere
die Zeitentwicklung von Quantensystemen mit gebundenen Majoranazuständen, um die
Reaktion dieser Quantensysteme auf die Änderung der Systemparameter zu bestimmen
und wohldefinierte Bewegungen von Majoranazuständen zu realisieren. Zum einen be-
trachten wir den Einfluss der Geschwindigkeit bei Bewegungen von Majoranazustän-
den, indem der Geschwindigkeitsbetrag und das Geschwindigkeitsprofil variiert wer-
den. Des Weiteren analysieren wir das Verhalten der Majoranazustände bezüglich ihrer
Positionierung und ihrer Abstände zueinander. Schließlich untersuchen wir mithilfe
der gewonnenen Erkenntnisse die direkte Realisierung von Quantengattern durch Ver-
tauschungen von Majoranazuständen und die Realisierung einer Messung des Quanten-
zustands mittels einer Fusion von zwei Majoranazuständen.
Ziel der Untersuchungen ist, die Systemkonfigurationen und Bewegungsprofile für die
kontrollierte Änderung der Systemparameter zu bestimmen, welche für eine wohldefinierte
Quantenoperation mit Majoranazuständen notwendig sind. Dabei können wir bestäti-
gen, dass eine möglichst niedrige Geschwindigkeit und eine stetige Beschleunigung der
Majoranazustände von Vorteil sind, um eine Bewegung entsprechend dem adiabatischen
Theorem zu ermöglichen. Andernfalls kommt es mittels Oszillationen zu Modenanre-
gungen und Verlusten in der Besetzungswahrscheinlichkeit, wodurch es zu Fehlern in
der Quantenrechnung kommen kann. Wenn sich zwei Majoranazustände zu lange nah
beieinander aufhalten, können wir beobachten, dass es durch die dynamische Phasenver-
schiebung zu einer Verschiebung der Aufenthaltswahrscheinlichkeit zwischen den Majo-
ranazuständen und einer Störung der Quantenoperation durch einen zusätzlichen Phasen-
faktor kommt. Dabei können wir die Geschwindigkeit der Bewegung und die Sys-
temgröße so optimieren, dass eine möglichst schnelle präzise Quantenberechnung in
einem möglichst platzsparenden System realisiert wird. Wir können somit mit hoher
Genauigkeit die Vertauschungsstatistik der Majoranazustände für mehrere Systemkonfi-
gurationen numerisch bestätigen, sowie die Simulation von Quantengattern ermöglichen.
Schließlich können wir einen Messprozess eines Quantenzustands mittels der Fusion
zweier Majoranazustände finden, bei dem die wohlkontrollierte Lokalisierung von diesen
erhalten bleibt.
Die vorliegenden Ergebnisse können als Basis für weitere komplexere Simulationen die-
nen und somit den Weg zu einer experimentellen Realisierung von Quantenoperationen
mit gebundenen Majoranazuständen ebnen.
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Abstract
Quantum computers can enable algorithms and calculations that are not possible with
a classical computer. So far, however, the realization of a quantum computer that is
superior to a classical computer has only succeeded for individual specific calculations.
This is due to the fact that quantum computers are highly sensitive to perturbations
and the state of the quantum register is irreversibly changed by quantum decoherence.

This Master Thesis deals with the numerical simulation of quantum operations with
Majorana bound states (MBS), with which topological and thus less perturbation-prone
quantum computing is possible. In particular, we investigate the time evolution of quan-
tum systems with Majorana bound states to determine the response of these quantum
systems to the change of system parameters and to realize well-defined motions of Majo-
rana bound states. We consider the influence of velocity by varying its strength and the
velocity profile. Furthermore, we analyze the behaviour of the Majorana bound states
with respect to their positioning and to their distances to each other. Finally, using
the knowledge gained, we study the direct realization of quantum gates by exchanges of
Majorana bound states and the realization of a measurement of the quantum state by
means of a fusion of two Majorana bound states.
The aim of the investigations is to determine the system configurations and motion
profiles for the controlled change of the system parameters that are necessary for a well-
defined quantum operation with Majorana bound states. Thereby we can confirm that
a lower velocity and a continuous acceleration of the Majorana bound states are advan-
tageous to enable a motion according to the adiabatic theorem. Otherwise, oscillations
lead to mode excitations and losses in the occupation probability which can cause er-
rors in the quantum calculation. If two Majorana bound states stay too close to each
other for too long, we can observe that the dynamical phase shift causes a shift in the
probability of occupancy between the Majorana bound states and a disturbance of the
quantum operation by an additional phase factor. We can optimize the speed of the
motion and the system size in such a way that the fastest possible precise quantum cal-
culation is realized in the most space-saving system possible. We can thus numerically
confirm with high accuracy the exchange statistics of Majorana bound states for several
system configurations, as well as enable the simulation of quantum gates. Finally, we
find a measurement process of a quantum state by means of the fusion of two Majorana
bound states, in which the well-controlled localization of these is preserved.
The presented results can serve as a basis for further more complex simulations and
thus pave the way to an experimental realization of quantum operations with Majorana
bound states.
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1. Introduction

Quantum computing is a potential key technology of the 21st century. In contrast to
classical computers, quantum computers are based on the principles of quantum mechan-
ics, which enables calculations that would not be possible with classical computers in
human lifetimes. Several governments as well as leading large companies such as Google
or IBM are investing a lot of money and research in this technology.
In 1980, physicist Paul Benioff theoretically proposed a first microscopic quantum me-
chanical model representing a computer by a Turing machine [1]. Richard Feynman
proposed later in 1982 to use a quantum computer to enable simulations of quantum
mechanical systems [2]. In their famous quantum algorithms of 1994/1996, Peter Shor
and Lov Grover clarified the advantages of a quantum computer compared to a classical
computer for application areas such as cryptography or searching in databases, which are
also relevant for areas outside science [3][4]. A first quantum computer with two qubits
was realized as early as in 1998 [5]. Moreover, in 2019, Google claimed to have performed
a calculation that is not possible with a classical computer and to have demonstrated
quantum superiority over them [6]. Verification of this continues to be part of active
research [7][8]. Furthermore, in November 2021, researchers from Google and Stanford
were able to find a new quantum phase, called a time crystal, using a quantum com-
puter [9].
Nevertheless, quantum computers to date do not have sufficient computational power to
be able to generally perform calculations that are not possible with classical computers.
The main problem here is quantum decoherence, in which the quantum state is disturbed
and irreversibly changed even by small local interactions. In order to still be able to
perform quantum calculations, quantum error correction [10] algorithms were developed
that allow redundant storage of qubits in several qubits. However, this still requires a
very high degree of precision.
One solution to enable quantum computers with higher computing power can be topo-
logical quantum computers [11][12] that circumvent the problem of quantum decoher-
ence. The information is hereby stored in topological states that are robust against local
perturbations. It employs two-dimensional quasiparticles which extend the exchange
statistics of fermions and bosons: anyons. The quantum state after exchanging such
anyons twice can be distinguished from the initial one. Quantum computations can
then be realized by exchanges of them. Therefore, in addition to the quantum state,
the computation itself is topologically protected because the exchange of anyons is path
independent and in this way immune against local changes.
One possibility to do topological quantum computations is realized with Majorana bound
states. In 2001, Majorana bound states were first introduced by Alexei Kitaev in a
theoretical model of a superconducting wire, also called the Kitaev chain [13]. Their
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1. Introduction

non-Abelian exchange statistics as anyons enable robust quantum computations [14].
Furthermore, these Majorana bound states can also exist in more realistic condensed
matter systems such as heterostructures of insulators or semiconductors with supercon-
ductors [15][16].
Experimentally, the detection of Majorana bound states is challenging and only signa-
tures of them have been found so far [17][18]. An exchange of two Majorana bound
states has not yet been demonstrated, which would be the smoking gun experiment to
prove the existence of bound Majorana states and to use them for quantum computers.
To support the process towards an experimental realization, numerical simulations can
help to better understand the properties of systems with Majorana bound states.
In this Master Thesis we deal with the numerical simulation of quantum operations with
Majorana bound states. In particular, the properties of the time evolution of movements
and exchanges of Majorana bound states in the Kitaev chain are investigated and opti-
mised. In chapter 2, the theoretical foundations of quantum computing and topological
quantum computing are discussed. For this purpose, we consider the most important
properties of Majorana bound states and how they can be used for a topological quantum
computer with the help of the Kitaev chain model. The important foundations for time
evolution, the Schrödinger equation and the adiabatic theorem, are also introduced. In
chapter 3 we consider how the Bogoliubov de Gennes formalism allows numerical sim-
ulations of such quantum systems, which would otherwise be difficult to realise due to
the exponential scaling with the system size. The technical realization of motions and
exchanges in T-junctions with Majorana bound states in this thesis is also explained.
Finally, we examine the results obtained with the numerical simulation in chapter 4. We
first examine the time evolution of 1-dimensional systems to identify the main effects
for deviations from a well-controlled motion and to describe the impact of these effects
to the quantum state. Subsequently, exchanges in T-junctions are investigated and the
deviation effects are minimised with respect to the velocity for different system configu-
rations. Furthermore, we use the knowledge gained to verify the exchange statistics for
different movements of Majorana bound states on the one hand and to realise a simula-
tion of quantum operations on the other. Finally, we consider the properties of a fusion
process of two Majorana bound states, which enables a measurement of the quantum
state and thus the quantum calculation.
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2. Theory

This chapter will build the foundation of our studies to understand the necessary back-
ground theory for quantum computations with Majorana bound states. In the first two
sections, the basic principles of quantum computing and topological quantum computing
are explained. After that, Majorana bound states are introduced. On the one hand, their
occurrence in quantum mechanical systems and, on the other hand, their role encoding
qubits in a topological quantum computer are highlighted. Finally, the time evolution
of quantum systems is examined in more detail, which is necessary for the simulation of
quantum operations with Majorana bound states.

2.1. Quantum computing
A quantum computer is a computer which is based on quantum mechanics. It uses
effects such as the superposition or entanglement of quantum states to enable large
improvements of computational power. By this, it can solve problems which could
never be calculated with a classical computer [19][20][21]. For example, Shor’s algorithm
enables the efficient factorization of prime numbers which can help to crack standard
encryption techniques [3].
This section discusses the main concepts of how quantum computers take advantage of
quantum mechanics to achieve quantum supremacy over classical computers.

2.1.1. Qubits
The quantum bit, in short a qubit, is the basic building block of a quantum computer.
It can be realized in a physical two-level quantum system which is a system described
by quantum mechanics with two orthogonal basis states. In contrast to classical bits,
they can occupy superpositions of states according to Bloch’s sphere (see Figure 2.1).
In this way, all states in this two-dimensional complex vector space are allowed. With
these properties, it is possible to realize algorithms where several instructions are com-
puted parallel. By measuring the state of a qubit, one can finally obtain the result of the
computation. Through an interaction with the qubit such as a measurement, however,
the wave function of the state collapses to a definite state. It is finally just possible
to detect one of the two basis states ’0’ or ’1’ probabilistically. Consequently, despite
the fact that there are infinite possible quantum states, the information which can be
obtained from a qubit is just the same as from a classical bit, as a measurement will give
just 0 or 1 [22]. The exponential advantage in computing power of quantum computers
originates from the superposition of states of each qubit and the interaction of several
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2. Theory

Figure 2.1.: Illustration of a classical bit and a qubit. The classical bit has only two
discrete states, usually denoted 0 and 1. Similarly, the qubit also has
two basis states, the quantum states |0〉 and |1〉. However, according to
quantum mechanics, all superpositions of these states described by Bloch’s
sphere are allowed and the corresponding wave function is generally given
by: |ψ〉 = cos θ2 |0〉+ eiφ sin θ

2 |1〉.

qubits. However, this advantage can only be exploited in an ideally unperturbed envi-
ronment.
The principles of how we can take advantage of these states described by qubits are
explained in more detail in the next section.

2.1.2. Quantum computations
As discussed in the last section, the advantage of a quantum computer is not the informa-
tion obtained from a qubit, but the quantum computation and the quantum algorithm
itself. In the following, we look at how a quantum calculation can be performed in theory
and what elementary operations are necessary for a universal quantum computer.
A scheme of a quantum computation can be seen in Figure 2.2. Hereby, the system
should be configured in such a way that it implements an entangled quantum state con-
sisting of qubits, a quantum register. The entanglement of qubits refers to the effect
that in a multiple qubit system it is no longer possible to describe each qubit with a
defined state, but only the overall system consisting of all qubits. This effect is one of
the keys to use the advantages of a quantum computer. The system can be manipulated
in such a way that we can initialize the quantum register in a requested state and we
can perform well-designed computations by evolving the system in time. At the end,
it should be possible to reliably measure the final state. The computation itself can
be quantum mechanically described by a unitary transformation. Typical elementary
operations can be described by quantum gates which help to prove the universality of a
quantum computer and to describe quantum algorithms.
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2. Theory

Figure 2.2.: Scheme of a quantum computation process. First, a quantum register con-
sisting of entangled qubits is initialized in a specific quantum state ψ0. The
quantum computation itself can be mathematically described as an unitary
transformation acting on this initial state. The final result of the calculation
can be obtained by measuring the final state ψ1 of the quantum register.

2.1.3. Quantum gates and universality
Classical computations can be composed of logic gates which are mathematically de-
scribed by a truth table. Analogously, we can define elementary quantum gates for
quantum computations. The only non-trivial single bit operation for a classical com-
puter is the NOT-gate [23] by which the reverse state of the input is returned - ’0’
changes to ’1’ and ’1’ to ’0’. Similar to this, we can define a quantum NOT gate with a
matrix X acting on a general state in the basis of |0〉 and |1〉:

X =
(

0 1
1 0

)
. (2.1)

Hereby, a general single qubit state

α|0〉+ β|1〉 (2.2)

is normally described by a two-dimensional vector(
α
β

)
. (2.3)

In this way, the X gate acting on such a state changes the two prefactors of each basis
state to the other:

X

(
α
β

)
=
(
β
α

)
. (2.4)

In contrast to a classical computer, there are infinite possibilities of performing non-
trivial single qubit operations. The only condition which has to be fulfilled because of
quantum mechanics is that the transformation matrix should be unitary.
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2. Theory

Commonly used single qubit quantum gates are, for example, the Hadamard gate H, the
phase gate S or the π/8 gate T:

H = 1√
2

(
1 1
1 −1

)
, S =

(
1 0
0 i

)
, T =

(
1 0
0 eiπ/4

)
. (2.5)

The Hadamard gate H is an important quantum gate because it makes it possible to
bring a qubit into a superposition state and vice versa:

H|0〉 = 1√
2

(|0〉+ |1〉), H

( 1√
2

(|0〉+ |1〉)
)

= |0〉. (2.6)

The phase gate S and the π/8 gate T act on the quantum state as an additional phase
to the state |1〉: π/2 (phase gate) and π/4 (π/8 gate). The name of the π/8 gate can be
historically explained as the gate was defined such that it acts on both basis states and
the phase was distributed over both states. Despite the fact that the phase gate can be
constructed out of two π/8 gates, it is usually considered because of its important role
for quantum error corrections.
However, for typical classical logic gates acting on several bits such as AND, OR or
NAND, there is no direct correspondent quantum gate. This is because the operations
done with these gates are not reversible and in this way not representable by a unitary
matrix. Nevertheless, it is possible to construct similar operations. Additionally, there is
a prototypical gate which enables analogously to the NAND gate in a classical computer
universal operations with which any computation on a quantum register can be done:
the controlled-NOT gate. It acts on a two qubit system and can be described by a
matrix in the basis |00〉, |01〉, |10〉, |11〉:

CNOT =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

 . (2.7)

In this way, it can be understood as a NOT gate for the second qubit if the first is ’1’.
The first qubit is acting as a control bit.
From the described single qubit gates, the Hadamard, the phase and the π/8 gate, it is
possible to reach every point on the Bloch’s sphere and in this way to do every single
qubit computation. To realize a universal quantum computer with which we can do any
logical combination in a multiple qubit system, additionally a multiple qubit gate such as
the controlled-NOT gate is required which helps to entangle and disentangle the qubits
to each other. Finally, any logical multiple gate can be constructed from the single qubit
gates and the controlled-NOT gate [24]. That means that if it is possible to realize a
universal set of quantum gates with a physical system, it is also possible to perform all
quantum computations and to realize a universal quantum computer.

2.1.4. Quantum decoherence
The main problem of currently available quantum computers is quantum decoherence.
It is a phenomenon of quantum physics by which the coherent superposition of the
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2. Theory

Figure 2.3.: Sketch of the effect of quantum decoherence. Through interaction of the
quantum register with its environment, the wave function collapses to a
classical state. The encoded quantum information is lost. Furthermore,
measuring the actual state to check if there is an error also destroys the
quantum state.

states defining the quantum register is lost. By perturbations or measurements, the
wave function of the quantum register collapses (see Figure 2.3). Because of this effect,
quantum error correction is necessary to enable fault-tolerant quantum computation
[10]. The information stored in the qubits is hereby represented redundantly so that
errors can be recognized without measuring the information ([25]). Because of further
errors resulting from the error correction itself, one has to be very precise and quantum
computers are difficult to construct. This effect is one reason why quantum computers
have so far only achieved limited computing power. Another approach to circumvent the
problem of quantum decoherence is topological quantum computing, which is discussed
in the next section.

2.2. Topological quantum computing
A topological quantum computer takes advantage of the mathematical branch of topol-
ogy. By considering topological instead of local degrees of freedom to store information,
a topological quantum computer is immune against quantum decoherence. It is a con-
cept which could help to construct a robust quantum computer in the future [26].
In this section, we revisit the basic ideas of topological quantum computation. Further-
more, one approach of it - by using non-Abelian anyons - is explained more in detail.
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2. Theory

Figure 2.4.: Illustrative example of topology with different representations of a topolog-
ical state. The geometric forms all have the same topological property with
only one hole and can be transformed to each other with a continuous trans-
formation. Hereby, a coffee cup is equivalent to a donut-like shape or even
a strongly locally perturbed shape with one hole. The information stored in
such a topological state is robust against local perturbations.

2.2.1. Topology - topological states
Topology is a mathematical discipline which deals with the characteristics of geometric
objects that are preserved under continuous transformations. A topological state can
then be described as a mathematical space in which all geometric shapes have the same
topology. In the example shown in Figure 2.4, all shapes correspond to the same topo-
logical space, which describes the number of holes of them. A physical system which
is described not by local but with topological degrees of freedom is insensitive to local
perturbations because they do not change the topological state. The idea of a topo-
logical computer is to use the properties of a topological state to store the information
of the qubits in it and to circumvent the problem of quantum decoherence. To realize
a topological quantum computer one consequently needs a topological quantum state
which can be used for quantum computing. Most systems in nature are sensitive to
their local environment but there are also states which are protected by the topology of
the system and are called non-Abelian anyons.

2.2.2. Non-Abelian anyons
In three spatial dimensions, there are only bosons and fermions for which the state
remains the same after two particles have been exchanged twice. In contrast to this, in
two spatial dimensions anyons are also possible. These have exotic exchange statistics
with which it is possible to realize operations for quantum computing. For an exchange
of two identical particles the wave function changes in the following fashion [27]:

ψ → eiθψ. (2.8)

Hereby the special cases of θ = 0, π correspond to bosons or fermions. The fact that
anyons are just possible in two dimensions can be understood with world lines of two
particles constrained to a two dimensional plane (see Figure 2.5). The number of knots
in these lines describe different topological states. For anyons, this additional degree
of freedom is visible as an additional phase factor in the wave function. In this way,
anyons can store information in their wave function about the topological state which
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2. Theory

Figure 2.5.: World lines of three different movements for two particles constrained to a
two-dimensional space. The left figure describes a movement where both
particles just evolve to the same place end as before while the other two fig-
ures show an exchange of the two particles. The world lines of these two are
knotted at the end. In this way, they describe the same topology described
by the knots. It is not possible in two spatial dimensions to unknot these
lines with a continuous transformation and the space of particle trajectories
is disconnected from the unknotted case. The states are consequently topo-
logically protected independent of their exact path. Local perturbations as
in the right figure do not change the topological state itself.

originates from exchanging them. Additionally, the computation itself is topologically
protected because it is independent of the path realizing an exchange and in this way
immune against local perturbations. Because of the specific appearance of the world
lines, an exchange of anyons is also called braiding.

However, since an additional phase factor is only a trivial operation that does not allow
transitions into other states, anyons must additionally be non-Abelian in order to be able
to use the exotic exchange statistics for quantum computations. For better understand-
ing, we take a look at a system with a ground state manifold consisting of degenerate
states ψa. For an exchange of two particles, the final state can be described as follows
[27]:

ψa →
∑
b

Mabψb. (2.9)

Hereby M is a specific matrix which corresponds to the specific exchange of two certain
particles. As described in Figure 2.6, for non-Abelian anyons the order of two exchanges
results in a different final state. Transitions to other states outside the manifold are
suppressed due to the energetic more favorable ground state energy which is the lowest
energy state in the system. With this effect, it is possible to do non-trivial quantum
operations stored in a topological state. Additionally, the operations are realized in
a topologically protected fashion because they mainly depend on the initial and final
states and not on the certain path between them. One example of non-Abelian anyons
are Majorana bound states, which we will discuss in the next section.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.6.: Ground state manifold consisting of seven particles described by the wave
functions ψa. In (a) the yellow and the green particles are exchanged which
mathematically can be defined with a matrix M as a superposition over all
states in the manifold. An exchange of the green and the gray particle in (b)
must be considered with a different matrix N . If these two operations are
not commutative, that means the order of two exchanges gives a different
result, then it isMabNbc 6= NabMbc and the particles are non-Abelian anyons.

2.3. Majorana bound states
Majorana bound states can be used for topological quantum computing because they are
non-Abelian anyons. In this section (inspired by [28]), we look at how Majorana bound
states can appear in a one-dimensional topological superconductor. In a topological
phase, Majorana bound states can occur and the states of the system are characterized
by the parity as degree of freedom instead of local degrees of freedom. The Majorana
bound states hereby describe zero energy excitations which are topologically protected.
Finally, we discuss how we can realize a topological qubit with Majorana bound states.

2.3.1. Kitaev chain toy model
The Kitaev chain is the simplest model where we can describe Majorana bound states
theoretically. It describes a superconducting wire and can quantum mechanically be
described by a Hamiltonian with the electronic creation and annihilation operators c†n
and cn [13]:

H = −µ
∑
n

c†ncn − T
∑
n

(c†n+1cn + h.c.) + ∆
∑
n

(cncn+1 + h.c.) . (2.10)

Hereby µ is the chemical potential, T is the hopping parameter and ∆ is the super-
conducting order parameter. The chemical potential characterizes the onsite energy for
each site in the chain while the hopping describes the energy needed to make a transi-
tion from a site to the next one. The superconducting order parameter describes the
creation and annihilation of Cooper pairs. It is also possible to consider two dimensional
systems by expanding the Hamiltonian to a two-dimensional lattice by considering the
corresponding boundary conditions.
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Figure 2.7.: Visualization of the Kitaev chain with domino stones describing Majorana
operators (adapted from [28]). A domino stone characterizes a fermionic
mode while the black dots in it can be described by the corresponding Ma-
jorana operators. Because the system is described in nature with fermionic
states, the Majoranas have to be paired. There are two possible phases
occuring for different system parameters in the Kitaev chain. The trivial
phase, occurring as sweet spot for ∆ = T = 0 and µ 6= 0, describes Majo-
ranas pairing inside each site. For µ = 0 and ∆ = T , the topological phase
is occuring where the Majorana are paired with neighbouring sites. At the
ends of this topological region, there are two unpaired Majoranas. They are
describing Majorana bound states as zero energy excitations because these
unpaired Majorana bound states do not contribute to the Hamiltonian of
the system. For parameter sets in the topological phase deviating from the
explained sweet spot, there are also Majorana bound states localized at the
ends but spread over more than one site.

2.3.2. Trivial and topological phase
In the Kitaev chain, there are two distinct phases occurring dependent on the specific
set of system parameters: a trivial and a topological phase. In the trivial phase, the
states of the system are described by local degrees of freedom. In contrast to this, in
the topological phase the states are characterized by the parity as degree of freedom.
The parity describes if there is an even or an odd number of particles in the system.
Additionally, in this phase Majorana bound states can occur. This can be understood
by describing the fermionic operators at position n in the chain by Majorana operators
γn,1 and γn,2:

c†n = 1
2(γn,1 + iγn,2). (2.11)

The Majorana operators are the real and the imaginary part of an electronic mode.
In this way, they can be understood as fractions of an electron. By using the above
equation, we can deduce that Majorana modes are real as

γ† = γ (2.12)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.8.: (a) Energy spectrum of a Kitaev chain system with a length of 25 sites for
∆ = T . (b) Corresponding schematic energy spectrum illustrating particle-
hole symmetry (PHS)[28]. The zero energy modes describing the Majorana
bound states are protected from the other states by an energy gap. Only
by closing this energy gap as in (a) at µ ≈ 2T , the Majorana modes can be
excited to higher energy states. This fact is highlighted in (b) as a single
excitation would violate particle-hole symmetry. Additionally, a coupling
between the two unpaired Majorana modes for a symmetric excitation is
suppressed because of the spatial separation.

and they always occur in pairs. Although these Majorana quasiparticles are their own
antiparticles which always occur in pairs, there are unpaired Majorana bound states.
They occur as zero energy excitations at the ends of the topological region which is
illustrated with domino stones in Figure 2.7. Furthermore, these Majorana bound states
describe excitations between states of different parity as we will see in subsection 2.3.4.

2.3.3. Topological protection of Majorana bound state systems
That Majorana bound states are topologically protected is illustrated in Figure 2.8. The
energy spectra shown in this figure are calculated in BdG formalism (see section 3.1)
in which the Hamiltonian has particle-hole symmetry. This symmetry and the spatial
separation of the Majorana bound states at the ends of the topological region ensure
that only by closing the energy gap, it is possible to make a transition between the
topological and the trivial phase. In this way, it is not possible to decisively disturb the
Majorana bound state by making small changes of the system parameters.
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Figure 2.9.: Ground state manifold with energy E0 for a system in the topological regime.
The operator d† defined out of the unpaired Majorana operators describes
a zero energy excitation from a state with even parity to a state with odd
parity. This two-level system characterizes a qubit system.

2.3.4. Majorana bound states as qubits
So far, we have discussed that Majorana bound states describe topologically protected
zero energy excitations occurring in a topological phase. These are good basic prerequi-
sites for topological quantum computing. For topological quantum computing, however,
we need the possibility to store information in a qubit and to perform computations with
it. In the following, we want to take a closer look at how we can use Majorana bound
states as a qubit and finally for topological quantum computations.
For this, we can define a fermionic operator out of two unpaired Majorana operators:

d† = 1
2(γ1 + iγ2) (2.13)

with γ1 and γ2 being the unpaired Majorana operators.
In the topological phase, there is a ground state manifold of two states |even〉 and
|odd〉 for even or odd parity. The operator d† forms in this basis a fermionic mode (see
Figure 2.9):

d†|even〉 = |odd〉 (2.14)

and
d†|odd〉 = 0. (2.15)

By defining |even〉 ≡ |0〉 and |odd〉 ≡ |1〉, the described system corresponds to a two-
level quantum system. Nevertheless, a n-qubit system can just be realized with n+1
Majorana bound state pairs according to the total parity conservation [29]. In this way,
four Majorana bound states are required for a qubit at which any single qubit gate can
be applied as discussed in subsection 2.3.6.
To perform topological quantum computations with Majorana bound states by ex-
changes, they have to be non-Abelian anyons. To investigate this further, we look at the
exchange statistics of Majorana bound states in the next section.
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Figure 2.10.: Schematic realization of a system with four Majorana bound states.
Hereby, two regions with system parameters in the topological phase (red)
and a region with system paramaters in the trivial phase (blue) in between
are considered. One Majorana bound state is localized at each end of the
topological regions. A system with more of them can be realized by adding
further trivial and topological regions.

2.3.5. Exchange statistics of Majorana bound states
To describe the exchange statistics of the ground state manifold the Majorana bound
states are forming, we are interested in the matrix which connects the initial to the
final states after an exchange (see subsection 2.2.2). This matrix is normally called
exchange operator and can be derived without directly solving the Schrödinger equation
(subsection 2.4.1). Hereby, we assume that the total parity for an adiabatic process is
conserved. The exchange operator for an exchange of the nth with the mth Majorana
is given by [30]:

Unm = exp(±iπ4 γnγm). (2.16)

Hereby the sign in the exponential function characterizes if it is a clockwise (+) or a
counterclockwise (-) exchange.
This exchange operator defines noncommutative exchange matrices. Therefore, we now
want to focus on examples in systems with two or four Majorana bound states.

Exchange in a system with two Majorana bound states

The exchange operator for a (counter-)clockwise exchange of the two Majoranas in the
basis |0〉 and |1〉 = d†1|0〉 can be explicitly described by [30]:

U12 =
(
e∓i

π
4 0

0 e±i
π
4

)
. (2.17)

The first sign hereby corresponds to a clockwise and the second sign to a counterclockwise
exchange. This matrix already shows the anyonic properties of Majorana bound states
because after an exchange a state collects a phase which is different from 0 (for bosons)
or π (for fermions). Because of total parity conservation, the off-diagonal elements are
zero and in this way it is not possible to do non trivial operations with only two Majorana
bound states.

Exchanges in a system with four Majorana bound states

For more than two Majorana bound states, we can prove their non-Abelian character
and perform non-trivial operations. Therefore, we now focus on exchanges in a system
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Figure 2.11.: System consisting of four Majorana bound states. Each pair, the left and
the right one, defines a qubit system. The exchange of γ1 and γ2 can be
described by a matrix U12 while the exchange of γ2 and γ3 by a matrix U23.
By performing several operations one after the other, a different order of
these exchanges causes different results.

with four Majorana bound states as illustrated in Figure 2.10. By defining two qubits
out of the pairs, we obtain a system with a basis of |00〉, |11〉 = d†1d

†
2|00〉, |01〉 = d†2|00〉

and |10〉 = d†1|00〉.
For the two clockwise exchanges as shown in Figure 2.11, the exchange matrices are
explicitly given by [30]:

U12 =


e−iπ/4 0 0 0

0 eiπ/4 0 0
0 0 e−iπ/4 0
0 0 0 eiπ/4

 , U23 =


1 −i 0 0
−i 1 0 0
0 0 1 −i
0 0 −i 1

 . (2.18)

These two matrices do not commute, that means U12U23 6= U23U12. In this way, Ma-
jorana bound states are non-Abelian anyons and we can perform non-trivial quantum
operations with them.

2.3.6. Realization of a qubit and quantum operations with Majorana bound
states

To investigate how can we use Majorana bound states exactly for quantum computations,
we want to look explicitly at quantum gates realized with them.
Because of total parity conservation, the exchange operator never allows transitions
between states of different total parity. To take this constraint into account, we can
only use the parts of the exchange operator with equal total parity for the quantum
computations. In this way, one more qubit is necessary to store the required information.
To implement single qubit gates, a system with at least two qubits is needed. For example
the QNOT gate X or the Hadamard gate H can be implemented with several braidings:

U †23U
†
23 =


0 i 0 0
i 0 0 0
0 0 0 i
0 0 i 0

 = i ·X (2.19)
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and

U †12U
†
23U

†
12 = 1√

2


i i 0 0
i −i 0 0
0 0 i i
0 0 i −i

 = i ·H. (2.20)

The collected additional phase factors can hereby be neglected so that the two operations
can be assigned to the QNOT or the Hadamard gate.
A phase gate can simply be implemented by U12 and the CNOT gate can be constructed
by several Hadamard gates [31]. To obtain a set of quantum gates which enables universal
quantum operations, the π/8 gate is missing. Such a gate can not be performed by
exchange operations. One possibility to enable such a gate is to move two Majorana
bound states close to each other for a certain time. In this way, the states collect a
dynamical phase and the gate can be implemented [32][29]. However, this operation
is - in contrast to the previously described ones - not topologically protected because
the phase is directly dependent on the path taken. Although universal operations are
possible, this fact is a limitation of quantum computing with Majorana bound states.
Nevertheless, we can conclude that the quantum computations as well as the stored
information are topologically protected.

2.3.7. Measurement of Majorana bound states
At the end of a quantum computation, the result can be read out by measuring the
quantum state. This requires a reliable access to the information stored in the fermion
parity.
Such a measurement can be done by using the properties of Majorana bound states by
fusing them. Therefore, these two Majoranas have to be brought close to each other so
that they can recombine to a fermion. Because of the coupling of the Majorana bound
states to each other, they annihilate and combine to a fermion which is either empty or
occupied depending on the parity. These two fusion channels can then be distinguished
by an energy or a charge difference. Measuring these differences enables a read-out of
the Majorana bound states qubit. Several experimental realization schemes to detect
this energy difference have been proposed so far [33][34].

2.4. Time evolution of quantum systems
To realize a simulation of a quantum system changing in time, we first have to introduce
the basic concepts of the time evolution in quantum systems. Hereby, we first look at
the main postulate of quantum mechanics, the Schrödinger equation. Additionally, we
consider the adiabatic theorem which helps to estimate the variation of parameters for
a well-controlled motion.
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2.4.1. Schrödinger equation
In general, the time evolution of a quantum mechanical system is described by the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation with the time t:

i~
∂φn(t)
∂(t) = H(t)φn(t). (2.21)

For a Hamiltonian H ∈ RN×N there are generally N orthogonal solutions φn.
The full solution is then a weighted sum over all solutions:

Ψ(t) =
∑
n

cnφn(t). (2.22)

The coefficients cn can be determined based on the initial wavefunction:

cn = φn(0)†Ψ(0). (2.23)

By solving this differential equation numerically, it is possible to find a time evolved
quantum state. The initial wave function can be determined by a diagonalization of the
Hamiltonian.
For a time-independent Hamiltonian H it is:

φn(t) = e−iEnt/~φn,0 (2.24)

with a time independent state φn,0 which is defined by the time-independent Schrödinger
equation:

Hφn,0 = Enφn,0. (2.25)
The phase

ϕ(t) = −
∫ t

0
dt′En(t′)/~ (2.26)

is called the dynamical phase. Each state collect additionally this dynamical phase by
a time evolution.

2.4.2. Adiabatic theorem
The Adiabatic theorem is a theorem in quantum mechanics which gives information on
how a ground state behaves for small displacements. It states that a system in the
ground state of an initial Hamiltonian remains in the ground state or in a superposition
of the ground state manifold of the final Hamiltonian, if Texternal � Tinternal [35].
Hereby, Texternal is determined by how fast you move your system, that means by which
velocity the system parameters are varied. The internal time Tinternal is the time corre-
sponding to the eigenfrequencies of the system and a property of the considered system.
By trying to evolve our system in the limit of the Adiabatic theorem, we can have ex-
act control of the localization of our state. By moving Majorana bound states, it gives
information on how we can realize a robust movement with a well-localized state by
displacements. In this way, quantum operations can be implemented in this adiabatic
limit.
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In this chapter we will establish the methods that are needed for the numerical simulation
of quantum computations with Majorana bound states. First, we consider the BdG
formalism which enables an efficient calculation method to solve our system given its
Hamiltonian. Finally, we investigate how we can realize displacements and exchanges of
Majorana bound states.

3.1. BdG formalism
To directly investigate quantum states of Majorana bound states, we describe the Hamil-
tonian in a multiparticle basis where all different combinations of occupations of the sites
are considered. However, the amount of states in this multiparticle basis scales expo-
nentially with the number of sites. That’s why it is not practical for simulations. To
do simulations with Majorana bound states and to prove for example their braiding
statistics numerically, we have to consider another approach which is realized by the Bo-
goliubov de Gennes (BdG) formalism. It describes the Hamiltonian in a single particle
excitation basis with respect to the ground state. Furthermore, it scales only linearly
with the system size. Instead of calculating the entire system with each individual in-
teraction, one only calculates the single energy excitation levels and their eigenstates,
from which we can compute the spatial distribution of the probability amplitude of each
eigenstate. In this way, we get information about the time evolution of the operators of
our system. However, it is not known if a state is occupied or not as in the multiparticle
parity basis. We will see that the information obtained in BdG formalism is sufficient
to reconstruct the exchange operator in the multiparticle basis and to numerically verify
the exchange statistics of Majorana bound states.

3.1.1. Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in BdG formalism
In BdG formalism, the Hamiltonian is represented in the basis of creation and annihila-
tion operators:

H = 1
2C
†HBdGC (3.1)

with
C = (c1, . . . , cN, c

†
1, . . . , c

†
N)T. (3.2)

Hereby N is the number of sites in the chain. If we additionally take spin into account,
then the basis is extended to:

C = (c1,↑, c1,↓, . . . , cN,↑, cN,↓, c
†
1,↑, c

†
1,↓, . . . , c

†
N,↑, c

†
N,↓)

T. (3.3)
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Figure 3.1.: Scheme of the multiparticle quantum states in the topological phase of a
Kitaev chain with only two sites. For each energy level, we have two states
for either an even or an odd parity. In this way, there are two ground states
with an energy of E0 and two excited states which have a higher energy
E0 + ξ. The Bogoliubov quasiparticles described by the operators d†1 and d†2
directly connect the states to each other. Hereby, d†2 creates a Bogoliubov
quasiparticle with energy ξ and d†1 one with zero energy while changing
the parity sector. This is a fermionic operator composed of two Majorana
bound states. A more detailed derivation can be found in the appendix (see
section A.1).

This basis scales only linearly with the amount of sites in our system. For the sake of
simplicity, the following considerations are made for spinless systems, but for systems
with spin it works analogously. In the basis in BdG formalism, we obtain an eigenbasis
of 2N eigenvalues Ei with corresponding eigenvectors

ψi = (vi,1, . . . , vi,N , ui,1, . . . , ui,N )T ≡
(
vi
ui

)
. (3.4)

Therefore, we obtain a single particle excitation spectrum with electronic probability
amplitudes ui for positive energy values and hole counterparts vi for negative energy
values. The two parts in the wave function do not directly characterize if a state is
occupied or not but they give information how likely a state at a certain site is affected
by this excitation. The BdG Hamiltonian has particle-hole symmetry as a consequence
of the used basis. That means that for each eigenstate ψi = (vi, ui)T with energy Ei
there is a particle-hole symmetric eigenstate Pψi = (u∗i , v∗i )T with energy - Ei. For
Majorana bound states as real zero energy excitations, it follows ui = vi.
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3.1.2. Bogoliubov quasiparticles
The eigensystem obtained in the BdG formalism does not only help us to obtain a
single particle excitation spectrum. It also gives information on the occupations in the
multiparticle basis. That is because each eigenstate in the BdG formalism characterises
a Bogoliubov quasiparticle:

di =
∑
n

(unc†n + vncn). (3.5)

These quasiparticles diagonalize the Hamiltonian:

H = E0 +
∑
i

d†idiEi. (3.6)

E0 is hereby the ground state energy.
In this way, the quasiparticles directly describe the creation of a state with energy
Ei with respect to the ground state as can be seen in Figure 3.1 for two sites. The
fermionic operator composed of two Majorana bound states as in Equation 2.13 is also a
Bogoliubov quasiparticle with zero energy, which directly excites states between different
parity sectors.
That means that it is possible to directly characterize the behaviour of the operators
and also how they change in time with the BdG formalism.

3.1.3. Connection to the multiparticle basis
From the time evolution of the BdG formalism we can obtain the time evolution of the
operators of the states in the multiparticle basis. We can use this property to find the
exchange operator of Majorana bound states in the multiparticle basis.
By calculating the overlaps of the initial and final wave functions of the Majorana bound
states, we can deduce the transformation of the operators describing Bogoliubov quasi-
particles. The overlap matrix is defined by:

Oi,j = 〈ψj,init|ψi,final〉. (3.7)

Hereby, ψj,init/ψi,final is the initial/final wave function in BdG formalism of the i-th/j-th
Majorana bound state. The transformation of the Majorana operators between the final
time T and the initial time 0 is given by:

γi(T ) =
∑
j

Oi,jγj(0). (3.8)

Using the transformation of the Majorana operators, it is possible to obtain the time
evolution matrix of the quantum states in the multiparticle basis. A detailed derivation
for several specific cases can be found in the appendix (see section A.2).
The information stored in the time evolution of the operators is sufficient to obtain the
information needed for the representation in the multiparticle parity basis. The BdG
formalism finally enables us to show the braiding statistics of Majorana bound states
within a calculation time that scales only linearly with the system size.
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3.2. Time evolution and manipulation of Majorana bound
states

To numerically simulate quantum operations, we implement exchanges of Majorana
bound states. Therefore, we realize a well-controlled motion of Majorana bound states
by changing the system parameters by a domain wall between the trivial and topolog-
ical values and by solving the time dependent Schrödinger equation. Further technical
details of the implementation can be found in the appendix (see section A.4).
In this section, we discuss the most important methods for the numerical simulation of
how an exchange of Majorana bound states can be done in a so-called T-junction.

3.2.1. Movements of Majorana bound states by variation of the system
parameters

By local variation of the system parameters, it is possible to implement movements of
Majorana bound states. Hereby, regions are specified as topological or trivial by setting
the system parameters to a specific set corresponding to the topological or the trivial
phase. The Majorana bound states at the ends of the topological region can then be
moved by moving the domain walls at the boundaries between trivial and topological
regions. In Figure 3.2, we can see an illustration of a movement by one site in a Kitaev
chain by moving a domain wall in chemical potential. For other systems, it is also pos-
sible to vary different system parameters. The important criterion is to have a mobile,
well-defined boundary between the topological and the trivial regions by changing the
varied parameter.
Until now, we have schematically outlined how the system parameters should be trans-
formed. To get the full time dependent solution, we have to solve the Schrödinger
equation (see Equation 2.21) with the obtained time-dependent Hamiltonian. It also
matters how we move the domain wall to obey the Adiabatic Theorem and to obtain a
well-localized state at the end of our movement as we will see in section 4.1. To numer-
ically solve the differential equation of Schrödinger, a Runge-Kutta algorithm is used
(see section A.4).

3.2.2. Displacements of domain walls according to the adiabatic theorem
and corresponding classification with the adiabatic value

To realize a well-controlled motion of Majorana bound states, it is not only important to
specify to which values the system parameters should be changed by the domain wall. It
is also important how the domain wall is changed to this values in time. The adiabatic
theorem provides a useful criterion. For a movement with corresponding domain wall
width wdom and velocity vdom, we can define the external time scale Text:

Text = wdom
vdom

. (3.9)

The internal time scale can be estimated by the energy gap of the system Egap defined
as the difference between the ground state energy to the lowest excited state of the
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Figure 3.2.: Illustration of a displacement of a Majorana bound state by one site in
the Kitaev chain by moving a domain wall in the chemical potential. At
the initial configuration (I), the two left sites have a value of the chemical
potential so that they are in the topological region and the two right sites
have one so that they are in the trivial regime. The transition between these
two regions can be modelled for the Kitaev chain by a domain wall of the
chemical potential. To move the Majorana bound state one site to the right,
we move the domain wall in the chemical potential to the right as illustrated
in the second configuration (II).

topological region:
Tint = 2π~

Egap
. (3.10)

For Text � Tint, we are in the adiabatic limit. The Adiabatic theorem provides in-
formation to set the velocity of the domain wall according to a well-controlled motion.
However, the relation between the external and internal time is not an exact criterion.
Furthermore, other properties also have an influence on the time scales such as the exact
velocity profile or the next highest energy states above the energy gap.
A measure of how close the system dynamics is to the adiabatic limit, can help to
quantify the effect of other parameters. This measure, called the adiabatic value, can
be defined for each Majorana bound state according to the statement of the adiabatic
theorem by:

αi(t) =
∑
j

|〈ψinst., j(t)|ψi, time evolved(t)〉|2 (3.11)

which is the squared sum of the overlaps between the ground state manifold consisting of
the instantaneous eigenstates ψinst, j(t) and the time evolved i-th Majorana bound state.
In this way, a value of 1 of each entry of the adiabatic value means that we are fully in
the adiabatic limit.

3.2.3. Exchanges of Majorana bound states with T-junctions
In the following investigations, exchanges are implemented in so-called T-junctions [14].
These have a T-like shape and are one possible route towards the experimental real-
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Figure 3.3.: Exchange process of two particles in a T-junction. At the initial configu-
ration (I), the yellow particle is at the bottom left corner and the green at
the bottom right corner. For a clockwise exchange, the yellow particle is
first moved to the right and upwards. After this, the green one is moved
from the right to the left bottom corner before the yellow is again moved to
the final configuration (IV). The T-junction helps to implement exchanges
with one-dimensional movements only. This is one possible route towards
the experimental realization of the exchange of Majorana bound states.

ization of an exchange of Majorana bound states. In Figure 3.3, the exchange of two
particles in a T-junction is explained schematically. Hereby, the two particles are moved
in the one-dimensional legs of the T-junction so that one particle can be moved past
under the other and the particles are exchanged. In the simulations, the corresponding
movements are realized with three domain walls, one per each leg of the T-junction,
which are displaced in accordance to the desired exchange.
An advantage of this method is that an exchange can be realized just by one-dimensional
movements. This fact enables a simpler experimental setup. For example, a supercon-
ducting wire with bulk superconductors and superconducting islands separated through
valves could be a possibility to realize such exchanges [33]. By opening or closing these
valves, the topological region can be varied in such a way that an exchange of two Ma-
jorana bound states can be performed.
For exchanges in systems with several Majorana bound states, exchanges between each
individual pair can be realized by considering a T-junction for each pair. In this way,
quantum operations with Majorana bound states are possible through exchanges in T-
junctions.
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In this chapter, the numerical simulation of quantum operations with Majorana bound
states is presented. Because of the difficult measurement of the quantum states of Ma-
jorana bound states, such simulations can help to improve an experimental realization.
As part of this Master Thesis, in addition to an existing software architecture, we have
developed code that allows the full time evolution of the quantum systems with Majo-
rana bound states that are discussed in this chapter. In the appendix (see section A.6),
a detailed description of the code structure and the code that implements the time
evolution and parameter changes can be found. Furthermore, the parameters for each
configuration in this chapter are listed in the appendix (see section A.5).
By analyzing results obtained with numerical simulations, we take a closer look at well
controlled motions with well localized states. For this, two important criteria are inves-
tigated to describe how the system has to be configured and how the system parameters
have to be changed. On the one hand, the movements of Majorana bound states should
obey the adiabatic theorem to avoid excitations to higher energy states. A speed of the
chemical potential domain wall as low as possible with continuous acceleration minimises
this effect. On the other hand, we obtain an additional dynamical phase to our quantum
state by moving too slowly with two Majorana bound states close to each other. The
optimization of these two effects helps to obtain a good system configuration to perform
well controlled exchanges of two Majorana bound states and the quantum operations of
important single qubit gates, which are shown at the end of this chapter.

4.1. Realization of well controlled motion of Majorana bound
states in one dimension

First of all, we investigate the time evolution of a one-dimensional Kitaev chain system.
Furthermore, we look at how we can realize well controlled motions to use this informa-
tion for two-dimensional more complex systems.
By the displacement of a domain wall, we observe the effects occurring by deviating
from the adiabatic limit. After that, we investigate how a movement that is as good as
possible according to the adiabatic theorem can be realized. Additionally, a dynamical
phase is observed after a certain time for a low distance between the two Majorana
bound states.
The discussed results emphasize the need for a numerical simulation for an experimental
realization with a well controlled motion. We find that different non-trivial properties
of the system and the motion itself have a decisive influence on the obtained quantum
state.
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Figure 4.1.: Local density of states of a Kitaev chain with a domain wall in the chemical
potential with µtrivial = 15, µtopological = 0. Negative or positive energy
states correspond to hole or electronic states according to the BdG formal-
ism. The energy excitation states are hereby distributed around the domain
wall course. Dependent on the sites x, there is a topological (I) and a trivial
region (II). In the topological region, two Majorana bound states can be
recognized at the ends of this region as zero energy states separated by an
energy gap Egap = 2T to the other states. In contrast to this, the states
in the trivial region have a higher energy and are distributed continuously
over this energy range.

4.1.1. System with a domain wall
As described in subsection 3.2.1, movements of Majorana bound states can be realized
by displacements of a domain wall.
For a Kitaev chain system, we can realize a movement with a domain wall of the chemical
potential between a trivial and a topological value (for details see appendix subsection B).
In the following, we consider:

µtrivial = 15T , and µtopological = 0T . (4.1)

These values guarantee that we obtain two clearly separated distinct regions distributed
around the chemical potential where two Majorana bound states with nearly zero energy
are located at the ends of the topological region (see Figure 4.1). Although only the
time evolution of the Majorana bound states is considered, all states of the system
with their different energy levels and probality densities depending on their position
have an influence on the Majorana bound states evolved in time. The local density of
states describing the energy spectrum depending on the position in the Kitaev chain can
therefore help to describe the effects of the time evolution in more detail. The numerical
simulation of the Majorana bound states enables a detailed analysis of how they evolve
in time in this complex system. In the next sections, it is explained which estimations
are possible and which criteria are important to describe a well performed operation.
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Figure 4.2.: Effect of the displacement of the domain wall to the right in chemical po-
tential to the two Majorana bound states. The probability densities of the
MBS are shown dependent on their positions in the Kitaev chain in the con-
figuration before (I) and after (II) the displacement corresponding to the
time t. The velocity profile is realized with a rectangle function with max-
imum velocity of v = 1 site/t as shown in Figure 4.6. The left MBS is not
affected while the right one is shifted to the right following the domain wall.
In contrast to the initial configuration, however, the probability density ex-
tends into the topological region almost up to where the displaced MBS was
originally situated.

4.1.2. Effects of deviations from the Adiabatic theorem
With the help of the Adiabatic theorem, we can obtain an estimate of how well-localized
the MBSs are at the end of their time evolution. What happens if we are not in the
adiabatic limit?
For this, we investigate displacements of a domain wall and how deviations from this
adiabatic limit influences our system.
In Figure 4.2, the right Majorana bound state is moved according to the domain wall
to the right but some probability density stays in previously occupied sites. This is the
main effect which arises if we deviate from the adiabatic limit which we can understand
by looking at the corresponding the internal and the external time scales:

Tint = 2π~
Egap

= π
~
T

(4.2)

and
Text = wdom

vdom
= 7 ~
T
. (4.3)

We hereby set Egap = 2T , wdom = 7 and vdom = 1T~ according to the considered time
evolved system.
The external time has the same order of magnitude as the internal time scale so that
the condition of the adiabatic theorem Text � Tint is not fulfilled. This means that the
system parameters change faster than the system can react according to its own internal
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Figure 4.3.: Probability densities of selected sites where the MBS spreads over after be-
ing displaced by the right-moving domain wall from Figure 4.2. Before the
movement, the domain wall is placed such that the right MBS has a signifi-
cant occupation at site 7 but not at sites 11 or 12. After the displacement of
the domain wall, the topological region extends up to site 12. The probabil-
ity density at site 7 decreases while the probability density at sites 11 and
12 increases during the movement. Especially at the end of the movement,
the occupations oscillate in a non-trivial way between the different sites.
Hereby, different frequencies contribute. The required energy for the oscil-
lations can be described as an potential energy excited by the displacement
of the domain wall, analogously to an oscillator in physics.

time scale. In this way, some probability density lingers at its old position.
But what does this exactly mean for our state? How does it behave if we let the system
take a longer time to relax? In the following, we want to take a closer look at the reaction
of the time evolved state after the displacement.

Oscillations of the occupations of MBS

After the movement of the domain wall, the system parameters are not varied anymore.
But the state of the moved Majorana bound state continues to change. It starts os-
cillations between the occupied sites (Figure 4.3). These oscillations are subject to a
complex structure that is composed of different frequencies and varies depending on the
position. Analogously to a oscillator in physics, we can describe the energy required for
the oscillations by a difference in a potential energy that slowly rises if the state has
not enough time to react to the changed system parameters. Therefore, the oscillations
mainly start at the end of the displacement of the domain wall.
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Figure 4.4.: Connection between the frequencies of the oscillations and the eigenstates
of the system. In the middle panel, the local density of states at the end
of the displacement in Figure 4.2 is shown for energies |E/T | < 8. The
Majorana bound states with zero energy in the topological region and the
five lowest-energy excited states are displayed by arrows with different colors.
Two Fourier spectra for the marked sites 7 (left panel) and 13 (right panel)
are shown in which the amplitudes are obtained by calculating the Fourier
transform for the data up to a time of t = 1000. Therefore, the amplitude
is a measure of the number of frequencies that occur. Clearly visible peaks
can be recognized in both, which can be approximately identified by the
specific energies of the excited states marked with the same colored vertical
lines from the middle panel. Because of the different spatial availability of
the excited states, different frequencies are dominant for the two sites. For
site 7, the red transition is the strongest while for site 13 also higher energy
transitions occur.

By calculating Fourier spectra at each individual site, it is possible to divide this complex
oscillations into their dominant frequencies. Hereby, we can see that these approximately
correspond to the energies of the excited states closest to the ground state energy of the
Majorana bound states (see Figure 4.4). That means, through these oscillations the
occupation at a specific site is excited to a higher energy state which has to be in the
spatial environment of the considered site. Spatially closer and lower energy states are
preferred over more distant high energy states.
By these oscillations, the norm of the right Majorana bound state which corresponds to
the sum of the probability densities over all sites decreases continuously until it reaches
a specific limit value (see Figure 4.5 a) while simultaneously, the amplitudes of the os-
cillations converge towards 0. This effect can be described by a damped oscillator. The
occupations are oscillating between the ground and the excited states by which some of
the occupation remains in the excited states. Due to the energy difference, the potential
energy available for the oscillation is getting lower. As a direct consequence, the am-
plitude of the oscillation also becomes smaller with time and the oscillation is damped.
Using an exponential fit to the total probability, the relaxation time of the system can
also be estimated as Trelax ≈ 714 ~

T . It is a typical quantity that allows an estimate of
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Figure 4.5.: (a) Probability densities for selected sites of the right Majorana bound state
for a long time evolution after a displacement by a domain wall over three
sites as shown in Figure 4.2. Additionally, the norm, the sum of the proba-
bility densities over all sites, is illustrated. The amplitude of the oscillations
converges to 0 while the norm of the Majorana bound state decreases to a
specific limit. In (b), the time evolution of the adiabatic values for both
MBSs are displayed. The left one has a constant value of 1 due to the fact
that it remains at the same position all the time. For the right one, however,
the value decreases from 1 until it reaches a constant value slightly larger
than 0.6 at the end of the movement. This value labelled as "adiabatic value"
corresponds exactly to the limit value of the norm in (a).

the magnitude of the time scale in our system.
But why does the norm of the state reach a certain value and does it not continuously de-
crease until it converges to 0? This fact can be understood by investigating the adiabatic
value on which we will focus in the next part.

Dependence of the relaxation process on the adiabatic value

The adiabatic theorem also provides information on how strong the oscillations are and
how much energy is available for them. For a strong deviation from the adiabatic limit,
more potential energy for possible oscillations is provided. The adiabatic value defined
in Equation 3.11 gives a measure which allows us to exactly characterize the strength of
the effect when deviating from the adiabatic limit.
The adiabatic value for the right Majorana bound state in Figure 4.5 is predominantly
changed until the movement is stopped. The final value directly at the end almost
corresponds to the limit value of the norm. That means that all occupations deviating
from the instantaneous eigenstates in the adiabatic limit are excited after a certain
time with oscillations into higher energy states. After the relaxation of the system, the
Majorana bound state is just present in the occupation with which it overlapped with the
instantaneous eigenstates directly after the displacement. That means that the strength
of the oscillations and the occurring loss of the occupation of the Majorana bound state
are directly connected to the deviation from the adiabatic limit. To circumvent these
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Figure 4.6.: Comparison of a sudden and a continuous displacement of three sites in order
to achieve an adiabatic movement: (a) velocity profiles for the two displace-
ments as a rectangle or a smoothed rectangle profile (see subsection C) with
maximum velocity vmax, (b) adiabatic values for both velocity profiles αcont
and αtriv and (c) relative difference between both defined by the mean dif-
ference scaled to the deviation of the mean to 1:

1
2 (αcont−αtriv)

1− 1
2 (αcont+αtriv) .

The continuous displacement needs a longer constant displacement time
which is independent of the moved range. But the adiabatic values, for each
considered maximum velocity of the smooth displacement, are nearer to the
aimed value of 1 than for the trivial displacement. Additionally, the relative
difference becomes even bigger for a lower velocity which means that the
advantage of this smooth velocity change is also getting better.

effects when deviating from the adiabatic limit, we have to optimize the movement
according to the Adiabatic theorem by which an adiabatic value close to 1 should be
reached. The most important criteria for realizing this optimization are discussed in the
next section.

4.1.3. Movements according to Adiabatic theorem
The oscillations and the loss in the occupation of the Majorana bound states are effects
which perturb possible quantum computations. The effects occurring by deviating from
the adiabatic limit should thus be minimized as much as possible. The adiabatic theorem
helps us to estimate how we can realize such a movement. Nevertheless, we do not have
precise information on how the internal and external time scales are defined and what
the minimum ratio between them should be. In the following, we take a closer look at
the dependence on the velocity and the domain wall net displacement.
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Figure 4.7.: Adiabatic values dependent on the domain wall displacement for maximum
velocities of vmax = 0.1T~ , 1

T
~ . To the two data sets, a linear fit with f(α) =

(1− a) + b · α is applied. This resulted in the fit parameters:
a = 9.8 · 10−8, b = −1.6 · 10−8 and a = 0.19, b = −0.03.
Hereby, the parameter a can be interpreted as the constant loss which occurs
for one movement and the parameter b as the loss per domain wall displaced
site. For both maximum velocities, these parameters are in the same order
so that the loss per site is about 15% to 16% of the constant loss.

Correct choice of the velocity for a well-controlled motion

In Figure 4.6(b), we can recognize that the adiabatic value converges to 1 for a decreasing
maximum velocity from vmax = 1T~ to vmax = 0.1T~ . This dependence of the maximum
velocity on the adiabatic value is described with Equation 3.9 where the external time is
increasing with the speed of the domain wall. But the velocity profile and its acceleration
also play a decisive role in reaching a well controlled motion. For example, a continuous
displacement of a domain where the velocity is smoothly accelerated to its maximum
stays in the adiabatic limit better than a sudden displacement with a simple rectangular
function (see Figure 4.6(a/b)). Additionally, the effect of this smooth displacement is
even more amplified as the relative difference of the adiabatic values of these two types of
movement is amplified for lower velocities. The displacement with the continuous change
in velocity is therefore superior due to the significantly improved adiabatic movement,
despite a low constant time loss. There is thus a time delay of 4/v−1

max due to the lower
mean velocity of these smooth displacements, which is independent of by how many sites
the domain wall is displaced. For a displacement of the domain wall by several sites,
however, this loss of time can be neglected, which is why in the following all displacements
of domain walls are simulated with the smoothed rectangle velocity profile.
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Dependence of the adiabatic value on the net domain wall displacement

Besides the velocity, other variables also have an influence on the external time and
thus on the adiabatic value. When the domain wall moves, a part of the probability
density can continuously remain behind. In this way, the distance, by how many sites
the domain wall is displaced, also affects the adiabatic value.
In Figure 4.7, the adiabatic values for both considered maximum velocities decrease with
increasing net domain wall displacement. As expected, for the higher maximum velocity,
the loss in the adiabatic value is larger than for the lower maximum velocity. We find
that a fit helps to determine the dependence on the domain wall displacement which is
a linear one with a high precision. Different y-axis intercepts occur here which differ
from 1, the value we expect for no movement. This can be understood as the loss of the
adiabatic value we obtain just by starting a displacement. This constant value is nearly
in the same order as the fixed loss per site, which is up to 16% of it.
The obtained linear dependence enables us to estimate over how many sites we can
move the domain wall without the effect changing the final result significantly. When
doubling the maximum velocity from 0.1 T~ to 0.2 T~ and thus also the external time,
the deviation from the ideal adiabatic value increases to about 25 times of the deviation
for vmax = 0.1T~ . To achieve a similar increase through a movement with a maximum
velocity of 0.1 T

~ , one could do a displacement of over 150 sites. This means that
the velocity is the dominant variable that must be used to calculate the external time.
However, the domain wall displacement also has an influence, which must be taken into
account above a certain number of displaced sites of the domain wall.
The considered examples illustrate the importance of a numerical simulation. How well
we are in the adiabatic limit can only be estimated dependent on the specific complex
system we consider. A simulation that is as realistic as possible can help to optimise the
domain wall displacement so that a well-localised stable state in the adiabatic limit can
be obtained. In this way, all exchanges and quantum gates considered in section 4.2 and
subsection 4.3.2 are finally checked if the movements are well inside the adiabatic limit.

4.1.4. Phase shifts of the quantum state by the dynamical phase
Beside the adiabatic criterion, another effect must be considered to enable well controlled
quantum computations: the dynamical phase the Majorana bound states collect with
time. It occurs mostly if the two Majorana bound states are brought close together
for a long time. To understand the consequences to the quantum state, we consider
the example of a four-site Kitaev chain as shown in Figure 4.8 with two Majorana
bound states at the ends more in detail. Over time, occupations from both states are
continuously transitioning to the opposite end. The overlap matrix of the initial and
final states in BdG formalism defined in Equation 3.7 is hereby given by:

O ≈
(

0.549 0.836
−0.836 0.549

)
. (4.4)

Because the operators of Majorana bound states are real, the imaginary part occurring
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Figure 4.8.: Long time evolution of two Majorana bound states that are only 3 lattice
constants apart. The chemical potential has a value within the topological
phase for all sites of 0.2 T . At the initial configuration (I), both states are
well localized separately at the ends of the chain. Due to the time evolution
of the system, probability density of each state continuously transitions di-
rectly from one end to the other. At the last configuration (III), each state
is more localized at the end opposite to their initial configuration.

because of numerical issues of the overlaps is only small compared to the real part and
is neglected for the results shown in this thesis.
In this way, the corresponding Majorana operators can be described by:

γ1(T ) = 0.549γ1 + 0.836γ2 (4.5)

and
γ2(T ) = −0.836γ1 + 0.549γ2. (4.6)

The time evolution operator in the multiparticle basis |0〉 and |1〉 can then be described
by according to Equation A-18 in the appendix:

U = eiφ
(

1 0
0 0.549− 0.836i

)
=
(

1 0
0 e−0.990i

)
. (4.7)

One state hereby gets an additional prefactor of e−0.990i. This phase shift can be deduced
to the dynamical phase which each state with a non-zero energy collects. Because of the
small distance between the two Majorana bound states, their energy is slightly different
from the expected value of zero. In this way, the state described through the two
MBSs in the multiparticle basis obtains an additional dynamical phase equal to the area
under the eigenenergy as a function of time (see Figure 4.9). The integral over time in
Equation 2.26 corresponds directly to this area. At the final time T , it is in this way
given by:

ϕ(T ) = −
∫ T

0
dt′E0(t′)/~ = −0.990. (4.8)

which is exactly the phase collected in Equation 4.7.
That means that the quantum state obtained by a quantum operation obtains an addi-
tional phase factor which changes the state of the qubit. It originates from two Majorana
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Figure 4.9.: Energy of the Majorana bound states for the time evolution as in Figure 4.8.
Because of the small distance between the two MBS, the eigenenergies de-
viate slightly from zero with values of E1,2 = |1.98 · 10−4|. Since there is
no change of the system parameters, the energies stay constant. The area
under this curve determines the dynamical phase shift.

bound states which are too close to each other and increases linearly as a function of time.
With the slightly non-zero energy, a decisive phase factor can be collected. Quantum
operations can thus receive an undesired additional phase factor and thus be disturbed.
To minimize the effect of the dynamical phase, the Majorana bound states should not be
brought too close to each other. In contrast to the criterion of the adiabatic theorem, they
should not be moved too slowly to avoid collecting a large phase. The exact criteria for
a sufficiently large distance between the Majorana bound states and a sufficiently large
velocity are strongly dependent on the considered system and the associated change in
the system parameters. Especially for more complex systems, an optimization is needed
to minimize the non-adiabatic effects as well as the dynamical phase.
However, the effect of the dynamical phase can also be exploited to obtain the π/8 gate
which can not be done by exchanges as shown in section 4.3.2. Hereby, the Majorana
bound states have to be brought close to each other for a specific time. Unfortunately,
the calculation of the dynamical phase is strongly dependent on the path taken and, in
contrast to the exchange computations, not topologically protected.

4.2. Realization of well-controlled Majorana exchanges
Topologically protected quantum operations with Majorana bound states are imple-
mented by a sequence of exchanges. In this section, we focus on the realization of
well-controlled exchanges in systems with two or four Majorana bound states. The ef-
fects of the deviations from the adiabatic limit and the dynamical phase are considered
in detail and finally optimized with respect to the maximum domain wall velocity.
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Figure 4.10.: Deviations from the adiabatic limit in dependence of the maximum do-
main wall velocity accumulated during an exchange of two Majorana bound
states in a Kitaev chain system with a size of (a) 13x7 and (b) 23x12 sites.
The deviation of the dynamical phase is hereby defined by its phase while
the adiabatic deviation is defined by the mean deviation of both Majorana
bound states from 1. For lower velocities the effect of the dynamical phase
is dominant while for higher velocities it converges continuously to zero. In
contrast to this, higher deviations of the adiabatic values occur for higher
velocities. Unlike the simple movement in Figure 4.6, however, these devi-
ations exhibit oscillations.
Taking into account the two effects, an optimal velocity with a minimal
deviation can be found. For the smaller system in (a), this optimal point
is due to the high dynamical phase shift reached at a higher speed of
vmax = 0.525T~ but also with a higher deviation of 0.073 than for a larger
system as in (b) with a speed of vmax = 0.1625T~ and a deviation of 0.00012.

4.2.1. Optimized exchange in a T-junction system with two Majorana
bound states

The exchange of Majorana bound states in a system with only two of them is the simplest
case to investigate the properties of such exchanges.
As emphasized in section 4.1, the effects of deviation from the adiabatic limit and the
dynamical phase are the dominant effects that prevent a well-controlled exchange. Their
dependence on the maximum velocity accumulated during an exchange is shown in Fig-
ure 4.10. The dynamical phase decreases monotonically as the maximum domain wall
velocity increases. This is directly connected to the corresponding time where the two
Majorana bound states are close to each other within the exchange process (further il-
lustrated in Figure A.2). In contrast to this, the deviation from the adiabatic limit is
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Figure 4.11.: Numerically obtained exchange process of two Majorana bound states by
variation of the chemical potential in a T-junction. The probability density
of the MBS initially at the left/right is indicated with the orange/blue color
scheme. The red hatched area corresponds hereby to the topological region
with which the Majorana bound states are moving. The maximum velocity
of the domain walls are chosen by the optimal value obtained in Figure 4.10.
At the end of the exchange, well localized states are obtained.

in general more dominant for higher velocities as expected from the case of the simple
one-dimensional displacement in section 4.1. There are, however, additional oscillations.
Their occurrence can be explained by a loss of the probability density of the states orig-
inating from domain wall displacements along orthogonal directions, present during the
exchange in the T-junction as shown in Figure 4.11 between step II and III. By such a
transition, excitations into higher energy states take place. As seen in Figure 4.4, such
excitations can be understood analogously to the available potential energy in a physical
oscillator. The strength of the velocity characterizes this available energy and in this
way oscillations occur by changing the velocity.
Although we do not discuss these oscillations further, they underscore why a numerical
simulation of the system is important. Even this simple model of the Kitaev chain in
which Majorana bound states are realized takes a complex structure in which different
effects perturb our quantum state. Numerical simulations can help to obtain optimized
setups and optimized changes of the system parameters for a well-controlled motion in
an experiment. To optimize the system configuration and the change of system parame-
ters, we define a measure of deviation by the sum of the positive values of the adiabatic
deviation and the dynamical phase:

Deviation measure = ∆α+ ϕ. (4.9)

Dependent on the purpose and the exact realization, other definitions where one addi-
tionally considers different combinations of these two deviations, for example, can be
useful. To show the principles of such an optimization, however, the above definition is
sufficient. In Figure 4.10, this deviation measure is additionally plotted for both system
sizes. We find their corresponding sweet spots where this measure is minimal. Hereby, a
larger system enables us to obtain a lower deviation value as a lower velocity is possible
due to the weak dynamical phase effect. However, not only this deviation measure must
be finally taken into account. A lower velocity and a larger system also means that one
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exchange needs more time and in this way the quantum operation is slower. This also
means that the system has to be held stable for a longer time and protected against
perturbations in the environment.
In this way, the system of size 23x12 with a deviation in the order of 10−4 is assumed
to be sufficient and in Figure 4.11, the time evolution of a clockwise exchange for the
optimized parameter is shown. The corresponding distance where the Majorana bound
states are initially 20 sites from each other is also used for the quantum gates in the
following sections.
So far, we have described well controlled exchanges of two Majorana bound states corre-
sponding to the same topological region. But what happens with exchanges of Majorana
bound states separated by a trivial region?
To make general statements which can also be applied to systems with several Majorana
bound states, we have to additionally investigate a system with four Majorana bound
states where such an exchange is possible.

4.2.2. Optimized exchanges in a system with four Majorana bound states
Besides exchanges of two Majorana bound states corresponding to the same topological
region, exchanges between different topological regions are also necessary for quantum
computations. The simplest system to investigate such an exchange is one with four
Majorana bound states as schematically shown in Figure 2.10.
Hereby, the exchange between the outer Majorana bound states for a similar configura-
tion of the system can be approximately described by the same properties found in the
case of two Majorana bound states (see section 4.2). In contrast to this, an exchange
of the two middle Majorana bound states which are separated by a trivial region must
be performed differently and underlies other properties. Especially in configuration III
shown in Figure 4.12, the Majorana bound state is no longer strongly localized at one
site but over a triangle determined by three not directly neighbouring sites (see also
Figure A.4). This not clearly defined localisation results in more abrupt changes in the
MBS displacement and thus also in a greater loss of adiabatic value. The optimisation
of the deviations thus requires a lower velocity, which we set to a value of vmax = 0.05
T
~ according to Figure A.3 in the appendix with an error in the order of 10−3. Because
the deviation for the exchange between topological regions with a different velocity does
not change significantly, we use this velocity consistently for all computations done for
the displacements in the four Majorana bound state system.
With the exchanges between Majorana bound states separated by a topological and a
trivial region, the two occurring cases are covered. In this sense, it is possible to gener-
alise the results to systems consisting of several Majorana bound states. Nevertheless,
an analysis of the exact motion in the respective system is necessary to ensure a well-
controlled quantum computation. A numerical simulation of each quantum computation
before an experimental realization can provide valuable guidance. In the following sec-
tions, we would like to deal with the numerical verification of the exchange statistics
of Majorana bound states and the realization of universal quantum gates exploiting
Majorana bound states.
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Figure 4.12.: Numerically obtained exchange process of two Majorana bound states sep-
arated by a trivial region in a T-junction system. The two MBSs initially
in the middle are exchanged by variation of the chemical potential. The
probability densities are visualized with an orange color scheme for the ini-
tial left Majorana bound states in relation to the topological regions and
a blue color scheme for the initial right ones. The red hatched area corre-
sponds hereby to the topological region with which the Majorana bound
states are moving. The distance between each Majorana bound state is
initially specified by 20 sites as in Figure 4.11.
In configuration III, the orange MBS localized in the middle junction
spreads over a larger region. Therefore, the maximum velocity of the do-
main walls is set to a lower value as for a previously discussed exchange
between two Majorana bound states separated by a topological region.

4.3. Verification of the exchange statistics of Majorana bound
states and realization of quantum gates

The numerical simulation of systems with Majorana bound states and their time evolu-
tion can on the one hand help to realize an experimental design by which well-controlled
computations with quantum gates can be done. On the other hand, the obtained results
can be used to verify the exchange statistics by simple exchanges, but also to verify the
time evolution operator for the realization of quantum gates.
In this section, we first verify the exchange statistics of two Majorana bound states
before we investigate the realization of quantum gates in detail.

4.3.1. Verification of the exchange statistics with a Kitaev chain T-junction
system

Besides the optimization of the system configuration and the change of system param-
eters, the numerical simulation allows us to verify the exchange statistics of Majorana
bound states to a certain precision. We consider exchanges for the optimized system
configuration and maximum velocity as shown in Figure 4.11 which allows the verifica-
tion of the exchange statistics of MBSs with a high degree of accuracy. At the end of
each exchange, we can calculate the overlap matrices in BdG formalism between the ini-
tial and final states to connect the results to the exchange operator in the multiparticle
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basis. In a perfect system, we theoretically expect the overlap matrix for a clockwise
(first sign) or a counterclockwise exchange (second sign):

Otheory ≈
(

0 ∓1
±1 0

)
. (4.10)

For a clockwise exchange, this overlap matrix is numerically obtained through the sim-
ulation by:

Oclockwise ≈
(

0.00013 −0.99998
0.99999 0.00013

)
≡
(
a −b
c d

)
. (4.11)

For the operators at the final time T = 357 ~
T , we can write therefore

γ1(T ) = aγ1 − bγ2 (4.12)

and
γ2(T ) = cγ1 + dγ2. (4.13)

The entries with an amount near to 1 in the off-diagonal and the entries near to 0
illustrates the behaviour by an exchange because one state is going to the other and vice
versa. The different signs for both cases reveal the non-Abelian character of Majorana
bound states. The exchange operator of these states in the multiparticle parity basis
finally can be calculated with Equation A-18 in the appendix:

U12,clockwise ≈ eiφ
(

1 0
0 1

2(a+ d+ i(b+ c))

)
(4.14)

≈ eiφ
(

1 0
0 (1− 0.00001) · e

π
2 ie−0.00013i.

)
This result can confirm the theoretical expected one for a clockwise exchange in Equa-
tion 2.17 up to a phase. The deviation is hereby as expected in the order of 10−4 as
described in Figure 4.10. The loss caused by deviating from the adiabatic limit can
be directly seen as the difference of the prefactor of the second diagonal element to 1.
Additionally, the dynamical phase approximately describes the phase difference to the
theoretical exchange operator of ϕ = −0.00013. In this way, the main deviations from
the theoretical result can be identified.
By performing the exchange counterclockwise, we obtain as overlap matrix:

Ocounterclockwise ≈
(
−0.00007 0.99996
−0.99999 −0.00007

)
. (4.15)

In this way, the exchange matrix for this process is given by:

U12,counterclockwise = eiφ
(

1 0
0 (1− 0.00003) · e−

π
2 ie−0.00007i

)
. (4.16)
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Again, the deviations from the theoretical results are in the same order of magnitude
as in the clockwise exchange. In this way, we can confirm the exchange statistics for
the counterclockwise exchange case up to a phase by describing the deviations with the
adiabatic theorem and the dynamical phase effect.
The exchange statistics is the main reason why Majorana bound states are of particular
interest. In the following, we want to take a closer look at the realization and the
numerical simulation of quantum gates which use these properties.

4.3.2. Realization of quantum gates with Majorana bound states
To perform any desired quantum calculation, a set of universal quantum gates in the con-
sidered system is required. In the following, we want to verify the theoretical realization
of a universal set of quantum gates with the numerically obtained results. Therefore, we
investigate the single qubit gates, the phase and the Hadamard gate, which can be real-
ized by exchanges in a system with at least four Majorana bound states. The simulations
are therefore done for a system containing four Majorana bound states. Furthermore, a
possible implementation of a π/8-gate by moving two Majorana bound states close to
each other is presented.

Phase gate

The phase gate S can be realized by an exchange of the two left Majorana bound states
in the system, as illustrated in Figure 2.11 by U12. The overlap matrix of the four
Majorana bound states labelled from left to right is defined as the connection between
the final and the initial Majorana operators by:

γ1(T )
γ2(T )
γ3(T )
γ4(T )

 = OS


γ1(0)
γ2(0)
γ3(0)
γ4(0)

 . (4.17)

It is numerically obtained by the simulation to the order of 10−4 as expected from
subsection 4.2.1 as:

OS ≈


0.0003 −1.0000 −0.0001 −0.0006
1.0000 0.0003 −0.0001 −0.0006
0.0001 −0.0001 1.0000 0.0000
0.0006 −0.0006 0.0000 1.0000

 . (4.18)

As the two left Majorana bound states are exchanged, the amount of the overlaps between
those operators are again nearly 1. In contrast to this, the Majorana bound states at the
right which are not changed stay approximately the same. Other entries are maximally
on the order of 10−4. Some of them can be deduced from the dynamical phase they
collect during the exchange process which is approximately ϕS = 0.0003. However,
there are also other deviations which cannot be fully explained by this effect. Other
effects or numerical issues play a small role here.
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By defining the accuracy of our results to the order of 10−3, we can write the Majorana
operators as:

γ1(T) ≈ −γ2(0), γ2(T) ≈ γ1(0), γ3(T) ≈ γ3(0), γ4(T) ≈ γ4(0). (4.19)

In the parity states basis, this corresponds to the exchange matrix (see appendix sec-
tion B):

US = eiφ√
2


1 0 0 0
0 e−

π
2 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 e−

π
2

 = eiφS′. (4.20)

Because of total parity conservation, it is sufficient to consider either the result for the
even or the odd states. By doing this, we can identify the obtained result S′ as a phase
gate up to a phase φ.

Hadamard gate

As the phase gate, a Hadamard gate can be realized by exchanges of the Majorana
bound states. It can be described by U †12U

†
23U

†
12 (see Figure 2.11) which corresponds to

three counterclockwise exchanges: First the two left MBS are exchanged, then the two
middle MBS and finally the two left MBS again. After this process, we obtain as overlap
matrix:

OH ≈


0.0011 −0.0004 0.9999 0.0000
0.0002 −0.9999 −0.0004 −0.0012
1.0000 0.0002 −0.0011 0.0000
0.0000 −0.0012 0.0000 1.0000

 . (4.21)

Again, the deviations are in the order of the dynamical phase collected in this process of
ϕ = 0.0017. Because of the higher amount of needed exchanges, this phase is larger than
that of the phase gate. By neglecting terms to the order of 10−3, we can approximate:

γ1(T) ≈ γ3(0), γ2(T) ≈ −γ2(0), γ3(T) ≈ γ1(0), γ4(T) ≈ γ4(0) (4.22)

and with the calculation in the appendix (section B) we get:

U = 1√
2
eiφ


1 1 0 0
1 −1 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 1 −1

 = eiφ
(
Heven 0

0 Hodd

)
= eiφH ′. (4.23)

In this way, we obtain a Hadamard gate labelled by Heven and Hodd for each total parity
value.
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Figure 4.13.: Numerically obtained realization of a π/8-gate in a four Majorana bound
state system. The probability densities of each state are shown for each
position in x-direction at y = 1. The leftmost MBS is moved to the right so
that it gets closer to its immediate neighbor (I→ II). In this configuration,
the system is held for a long time compared to the displacement time so
that a dynamical phase of approximately π/4 is collected (II → III, see
also Figure A.5). Finally, the system parameters are changed back to their
initial configuration (III → VI).

π/8 gate

Besides the phase and the Hadamard gates, the π/8 gate is necessary to enable universal
quantum computations. Unfortunately, this gate cannot be realized by exchanges of
Majorana bound states. A possible realization is to take advantage of the effect of the
dynamical phase. Hereby, two Majorana bound states are brought close to each other to
let them collect dynamical phase for a specified time. For the simulation in Figure 4.13,
we obtain as overlap matrix, neglecting again low order deviations:

Oπ/8 ≈


0.70 0.71 0.00 0.00
−0.71 0.70 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

 . (4.24)

Only the two left Majorana bound states which were close to each other collected a phase
recognizable in the overlaps between them. The two right states hereby approximately
stay the same. With section B in the appendix, the time evolution operator connecting
the states can be described by:

Uπ/8 = eiφ√
2


1 0 0 0
0 e−i

π
4 e−0.007i 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 e−i

π
4 e−0.007i

 . (4.25)

This result represents nearly a π/8-gate up to a phase of -0.007. This additional phase
can be explained by the fact that the phase collected by moving the Majorana bound
state between the two different configurations of lower and larger distance was not taken
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into account when calculating the waiting time in the configuration with MBSs closer
together. By considering this phase, the accuracy for the π/8-gate can be further in-
creased.
In principle, it is also possible to achieve the same effect of quantum operations with the
aid of the dynamic phase as would be possible with exchanges. For this, one only has
to bring the respective Majorana bound states close to each other for the appropriate
time. The phase gate S, for example, can be realized by the same movement scheme as
the π/8-gate, only with a longer time at close distance. The decisive disadvantage of
this method, however, is that the effect, in contrast to the exchange, is strongly path-
dependent and thus not topologically protected. With slight disturbances, the quantum
operation can be quickly perturbed. In this way, quantum error correction becomes
necessary and the advantage of quantum computing with Majorana bound states is lost.
For quantum computing with Majorana bound states, it is therefore advantageous to
use quantum algorithms that require the π/8-gate only to a limited extent.
Despite this limitation, it is possible to perform fundamental topologically protected
quantum operations with the phase gate and the Hadamard gate. The multiple qubit
gate, the CNOT gate, which is necessary for universal quantum calculations, can also be
realized with the help of several Hadamard gates. In this section, we were able to nu-
merically confirm the theoretically predicted potential of systems with Majorana bound
states for quantum calculations. In order to evaluate them, a final measurement of the
quantum state is necessary, which can be made possible by the fusion of two Majorana
bound states. In the last section, we consider the properties that emerge in such a
process using the numerical time evolution of the system.

4.4. Realization of controlled fusion processes
After each quantum computation, the final step is a measurement of the quantum state
to obtain the result. The fusion of Majorana bound states allows to measure the parity
state that each pair of them defines. After this fusion process, we can measure two energy
states dependent on the parity. This fact can also be seen in the numerical simulation in
Figure 4.14. Here, we can see that the energy of the two Majorana bound states increases
to a non-zero value when they fuse. This means that the two-level ground state manifold
they span in the multiparticle basis is additionally energetically separated. Recall here
that the energy spectrum in BdG formalism describes the excitation energies. After the
fusion of the two Majorana bound states, we have a state with ground state energy for
the even parity state on the one hand. On the other hand, we have a state with odd
parity which is separated by an energy difference. This energy difference is charaterized
in BdG formalism by the energy of the two initial Majorana bound states.
Nevertheless, if we change the topological region completely to the same values as for

the trivial region, the energy for the Majorana bound states is close to other states. In
this way, by measuring the states by their energy, it is more difficult to separate the state
defined out of the Majorana bound states to other states. Additionally, the Majorana
bound state is loosing its well-defined localization by distributing over all sites in the
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Figure 4.14.: Fusion and reversed fusion process of two Majorana bound states: (a) Prob-
ability density of the numerically obtained states, (b) 25 lowest eigenener-
gies as functions of time and (c) schematic illustration of the impact in the
multiparticle basis. The topological region is continuously reduced towards
the centre until the chemical potential at each site has completely reached
the trivial value. The eigenenergies are initially divided into the zero MBS,
the excited states in the topological region with energies around E = 2
T and the energy values corresponding to the trivial sites with higher en-
ergies above E = 10 T . By shrinking the topological region, the energy
states in the topological region increase to the trivial ones, finally also the
Majorana bound states. In the multiparticle basis, the two initial ground
states are separated by an energy difference. However, the MBSs hereby
lose their well-defined localization (configuration II). By reversing the pro-
cess, there is again the same energy spectrum but the MBSs are no longer
well-localized.

two-dimensional system. By reversing the fusion process to do a new calculation, it
is not possible to obtain again a well-localized state which is also emphasized by the
adiabatic value of this process which deviates strongly from the expected value of 1:
α ≈ 0.002 = 1 − 0.998. With this process, it is not possible to initialize a well-defined
qubit system out of the two Majorana bound states.
One possibility to circumvent this problem is illustrated in Figure 4.15. Hereby, the
chemical potential is also changed continuously for the topological sites to the value
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Figure 4.15.: Close approach of a fusion and corresponding reversed process of two Ma-
jorana bound states: (a) Probability density of the numerically obtained
states, (b) 25 lowest eigenenergies as functions of time and (c) schematic
illustration of the impact in the multiparticle basis. In contrast to Fig-
ure 4.14, the chemical potential for the middle sites is increased out of the
topological region but not fully to the trivial value assumed for the other
sites. The zero energy Majorana bound states are fusing and occupy a
non-zero energy state in BdG formalism but do not lose their well-defined
localization. The two-level system in the multiparticle basis defined out
of the two MBSs is separated in energy and can be distinguished to other
excited states by an energy gap (configuration II). By doing the reversed
process, two well-localized Majorana bound states can be observed and
again form a qubit system in the multiparticle basis (configuration III).

assumed for the trivial region. However, the sites in the middle are just varied to values
between the two domain wall plateaus. In this way, they are already in the trivial phase
but can be separated from the other sites in the trivial phase. Again, the Majorana
bound states are on a fusion course and their energy increases to a non-zero value, but
this energy is separated to the other states by an energy gap. In this way, the state
with odd parity in the multiparticle basis is clearly separated from the other states
which simplifies the measurement. Additionally, the well-defined localization is kept and
by reversing the process we finally get two well-defined Majorana bound states again
with an adiabatic value of α ≈ 0.991 = 1 − 0.009 which only slightly deviates from
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the expected value. An initialization of the quantum state for a further computation is
again possible out of the two Majorana bound states. Nevertheless, the states collected a
large dynamical phase during this approach of a fusion process which makes them swap
positions as in Figure 4.8.
These observations can be used for experimental realizations, but for the reversed fusion
process there are also other methods which enable us to do a new quantum computation
for example by cloning the state before the fusion process [36]. Finally, we could also
show the properties of Majorana bound states by their fusion. Furthermore, an exact
procedure of changing the system parameters is also necessary for the measurement for
which a numerical simulation is helpful in advance.
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In this Master Thesis, we numerically investigated the realization of quantum compu-
tations with Majorana bound states. We considered the time evolution of the Kitaev
chain, a system in which Majorana bound states occur. Furthermore, we analyzed the
behaviour of the Kitaev chain by changing the system parameters to realize movements
of Majorana bound states. Different movements of Majorana bound states were con-
sidered to realize quantum operations, especially exchanges in T-junctions for quantum
computations and fusion processes for the measurement of the quantum state.
One of our key results is that we identified the two main effects which can perturb the
well-localized Majorana bound states: deviations from the adiabatic limit and the dy-
namical phase. Furthermore, we quantified the influence of these two main effects by
introducing a deviation measure. We optimized this deviation measure in terms of the
maximum velocity to minimize the deviation effects which perturb the quantum oper-
ations. Additionally, we verified the exchange statistics of Majorana bound states for
exchanges and for a universal set of single qubit quantum gate patterns. The results
of the numerical simulation of movements of Majorana bound states can be of special
interest to realize an experimental setup where an exchange with Majorana bound states
is performed. A good choice of how to exchange the bound Majorana states can be made
through a prior simulation. Especially, a suitable system size and the velocity of the do-
main wall movement can be obtained in such a way that fast and fault tolerant quantum
computations can be performed. The need of a numerical simulation for an experimental
realization is further emphasized by the fact that measurements of the states are not
possible without destroying the quantum state.
First, we considered a Kitaev chain system in only one dimension. Hereby, movements
of Majorana bound states were realized by moving a domain wall in the chemical po-
tential. We saw that deviations of the adiabatic theorem result in oscillations of the
probability density of the Majorana bound states and finally in occupation losses. We
identified the frequencies of the oscillations by the eigenfrequencies of the system. By
minimizing the non-adiabatic effects, we obtained that a lower maximum velocity and
a continuous velocity profile is advantageous to obey the adiabatic theorem. In a small
system with Majorana bound states containing only four sites, we presented the effect
of a dynamical phase. We saw that by bringing two Majorana bound states close to
each other for a long time, the quantum state defined out of them collects an additional
phase. A larger distance and a smaller time frame minimize the effect of the dynamical
phase, the second main effect of deviation of the expected quantum state. Furthermore,
we defined a deviation measure out of the deviations originating from non-adiabatic ef-
fects and the dynamical phase. We optimized the deviation measure for exchanges in
T-junctions. Hereby, an optimal maximum velocity was found for different exchanges
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and system sizes where the deviations of the quantum state was minimal. With opti-
mized system configurations, it was possible to numerically verify the exchange statistics
of Majorana bound states and the expected time evolution operators for a universal set
of quantum gates with a high precision. Finally, we investigated the fusion process of
Majorana bound states which enables the measurement of a quantum calculation. We
verified the existence of two different energy states spanned by the Majorana bound
states and realized a reversed process where we again obtained well-localized Majorana
zero energy states to enable a further quantum computation after the measurement.
In this Master Thesis, the two main effects that can cause deviations have been identified
and described. However, there may be other, less dominant effects such as additional
phase shifts that can be further described and captured in the future. In addition,
to really use the numerical simulation for experiments, the implementation of quan-
tum operations in more realistic, complex systems than the Kitaev chain is needed. In
ferromagnet-superconductor heterostructures or in systems with skyrmion vortex pairs,
for example, more realistic systems can be made possible. The variation of system pa-
rameters other than the chemical potential, such as magnetic domains, can contribute
to the ability of performing an exchange by an experiment. Besides, the self-consistent
calculation of the superconducting order parameter has to be taken into account for
the time evolution of a more realistic system. In the course of the research work for
this Master Thesis, it has already been possible to implement exchanges of Majorana
bound states in a ferromagnet-superconductor heterostructure. The exchange statistics
of Majorana bound states could also be verified. Furthermore, the exchange of MBSs
with magnetic domain walls and a movement of MBSs with a self-consistent calculation
of the superconducting order parameter was realized.
In addition, additional motion profiles can be investigated in order to further optimize
the exchange of Majorana bound states and thus perform even more precise calculations.
Hereby, it would be conceivable to use machine learning techniques, which help to obtain
a suitable optimized variation of the system parameters. Such a machine learning struc-
ture could, for example, be implemented with recurrent neural networks that calculate
the appropriate output for each time step. A possible continuation of this thesis could
thus be the training of such a network.
This Master Thesis lays the foundation for further research that uses numerical sim-
ulations to experimentally enable an exchange process with Majorana bound states,
paving the way for the exploitation of Majorana bound states for a topological quantum
computer.
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A. Appendix

A.1. Example of a two site Kitaev chain
In this section, we investigate a two-site Kitaev chain. It is described by the following
Hamiltonian:

H = −µ(c†1c1 + c†2c2)− T (c†2c1 + c†1c2) + ∆(c1c2 + c†1c
†
2). (A-1)

A. Solution in multiparticle basis
In the multiparticle basis, all possible state combinations are considered. The basis is
given by

|00〉, |10〉 = c†1|00〉, |01〉 = c†2|00〉 and |11〉 = c†1c
†
2|00〉. (A-2)

The Hamiltonian in the multiparticle basis is given by:

Hmulti =


0 0 0 ∆
0 µ −T 0
0 −T µ 0
∆ 0 0 2µ

 . (A-3)

All entries which intersect between states with different parity are hereby 0. That means
that only values between the even parity states |00〉 and |11〉 or the odd parity states
|10〉 and |01〉 are non-zero. In this way, we can divide the Hamiltonian into two parts
for even and odd parity:

Hmulti, even =
(

0 ∆
∆ 2µ

)
(A-4)

and
Hmulti, odd =

(
µ −T
−T µ

)
. (A-5)

In the sweet spot of the topological case, we obtain the eigenstates by diagonalization
of the Hamiltonian:

|even〉 = 1√
2

(|00〉 − |11〉), |odd〉 = 1√
2

(|01〉+ |10〉), (A-6)

|even*〉 = 1√
2

(|00〉+ |11〉) and |odd*〉 = 1√
2

(|01〉 − |10〉).

In Figure A.1(b), these states are visualized in the corresponding energy spectrum. We
see that we obtain two states for the ground and the excited energy which are degenerated
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Figure A.1.: (a) Energy spectrum for a two-site Kitaev chain in BdG formalism in the
sweet spot of the topological phase for µ = 0 and ∆ = T . The energies
with the corresponding wave functions describe excitations. Hereby, we
have a zero energy excitation belonging to two Majorana bound states and
an excitation with energy difference 2∆.
(b) Corresponding spectrum of the states occurring in the multiparticle
basis. A level with ground state energy E0 and a level with an excited
energy appear. For each energy level, there is a degeneracy in parity and
we have for each two states for odd or even parity. The operators defined
out of the eigenvectors in BdG formalism directly connect the states to each
other.

in parity.
The direct calculation done here for only two sites is not suitable for simulations of larger
systems because the basis scales exponentially with the system size.

B. Solution with BdG formalism
In BdG formalism, the basis is given in the basis of creation and annihilation operators
acting on the ground state |g〉:

c1|g〉, c2|g〉, c†1|g〉 and c
†
2|g〉. (A-7)

The Hamiltonian in BdG formalism is given by:

HBdG =


µ −T 0 ∆
−T µ −∆ 0
0 −∆ −µ T
∆ 0 T −µ

 . (A-8)
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In the topological case, we obtain a spectrum as in Figure A.1(a). The two energy states
described by their eigenvalues and and eigenvectors define Bogoliubov quasiparticles:

d†1 = 1
2(−c1 + c2 + c†1 + c†2), d†2 = 1

2(−c1 + c2 − c†1 − c
†
2). (A-9)

d†1 corresponds to the eigenstate with zero energy while d†2 corresponds to the eigenstate
with energy 2∆. These operators diagonalize the initial Hamiltonian:

H = E0 + 0 · d†1d1 + 2∆ · d†2d2. (A-10)

Therefore, the operators d†1 and d†2 connect the states in the multiparticle basis (see
Figure A.1). We can see this exemplary for d†1:

d†1|even〉 = 1
2
√

2
(−c1 + c2 + c†1 + c†2)(|00〉 − |11〉) (A-11)

= 1
2
√

2
(−c1 + c2 + c†1 + c†2)(1− c†1c

†
2)|00〉 = 1

2
√

2
(|10〉+ |01〉+ c1c

†
1c
†
2|00〉 − c2c

†
1c
†
2|00〉)

= 1
2
√

2
(|10〉+ |01〉+ |01〉+ |10〉) = |01〉+ |10〉√

2
= |odd〉.

The BdG formalism helps us to find the operators connecting the states in the multipar-
ticle basis. Because of its linear dependence of the system sites, it is also possible to do
simulations with it. As we see in the next section, you can connect the obtained results
to find the exchange statistics of Majorana bound states in the real multiparticle basis
and to verify quantum computations with it.
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A.2. Connection between BdG formalism and multiparticle
basis

The numerical simulations for the results in chapter 4 were performed in the BdG for-
malism. As described in section 3.1, we hereby obtain the behaviour of the operators
in time. In this section, we want to show how the numerically obtained results in BdG
formalism can be directly connected to the multiparticle states basis. This connection
enables us to find out how the results simulated in BdG formalism effect the quantum
operation in the multiparticle basis. The following calculations were developed as part
of and in support of the Master thesis.

A. System with two Majorana bound states
General case

First, we investigate a system with two MBS where the system is evolved in time and
finally returns in the same system parameter configuration, e.g. by exchanges.
After such processes of two MBS, we can obtain the relation of the corresponding oper-
ators γ1 and γ2 between the initial and the final configurations in general as:

γ1(T ) = aγ1(0) + bγ2(0), γ2(T ) = cγ1(0) + dγ2(0). (A-12)

In this way, the overlap matrix between the initial and final eigenstates in BdG formalism
has the following structure:

O =
(
a b
c d

)
. (A-13)

With the relation of the initial and final operators, we can obtain the fermionic operator
d†1 = 1

2(γ1 + iγ2) corresponding to the MBSs:

d†1(T) = 1
2(γ1(T ) + iγ2(T )) = 1

2(aγ1(0) + bγ2(0) + i(cγ1(0) + dγ2(0))) (A-14)

= 1
2((a+ ic)(d†1(0) + d1(0)) + (d− ib)(d†1(0)− d1(0)).

Hereby we used the following reverse transformations:

γ1 = d†1 + d1, γ2 = −i(d†1 − d1). (A-15)

In this way, we can find a connection between the final odd parity state at the time T
and the initial one at the time t = 0.

|odd(T)〉 = d†1(T)|even(T)〉 = d†1(T)zeiφ|even(0)〉 (A-16)

= 1
2((a+ ic)(d†1(0) + d1(0)) + (d− ib)(d†1(0)− d1(0))zeiφ|even(0)〉

= 1
2(a+ ic+ d− ib)zeiφ|odd(0)〉.
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Hereby, we assumed because of total parity conservation that |even(T)〉 = eiφ|even(0)〉
with a phase factor defined by φ. Finally, we obtain the following transformation:(

|even(T)〉
|odd(T)〉

)
= zeiφ

(
1 0
0 1

2(a+ ic+ d− ib)

)(
|even(0)〉
|odd(0)〉

)
. (A-17)

The time evolution operator U can described by:

U = eiφ
(

1 0
0 1

2(a+ ic+ d− ib)

)
. (A-18)

Example of the theoretical case of an exchange of two Majorana bound states

We expect the following relation between the Majorana operators after an exchange (first
sign clockwise, second sign counterclockwise) by considering the exchange operator U12
in Equation 2.17:

γ1(T ) = U12γ2(0)U †12 = ±γ2(0) (A-19)

and
γ2(T ) = U12γ2(0)U †12 = ∓γ1(0). (A-20)

This means, we obtain a = 0, b = 1, c = -1 and d = 0 as the prefactors as considered
in the general case. You can directly obtain the exchange matrix:(

|even(T)〉
|odd(T)〉

)
= eiφ

(
1 0
0 e±i

π
2

)(
|even(0)〉
|odd(0)〉

)
. (A-21)

This exchange matrix is the same as in the literature for φ = ∓π
4 [30]!

B. System with four Majorana bound states
The same calculation is also possible for four Majorana pairs. The two operators which
are defined out of these for one pair each, we define as d†1 = 1

2(γ1 + iγ2), d†2 = 1
2(γ3 + iγ4).

The basis which defines this entangled system with even (e) and odd parity states (o)
can be described as follows:

|ee〉, |oe〉 = d†1|ee〉, |eo〉 = d†2|ee〉 and |oo〉 = d†1d
†
2|ee〉. (A-22)

Exchange of the two inner Majorana bound states

After a clockwise exchange of the middle MBS as in Figure 2.11, the operators change
according to theory:

γ1(T) = γ1(0), γ2(T) = −γ3(0), γ3(T) = γ2(0), γ4(T) = γ4(0). (A-23)
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We can again calculate the corresponding fermionic operators (using Equation A-15):

d†1(T) = 1
2(γ1(T ) + iγ2(T )) = 1

2(γ1(0)− iγ3(0)) = 1
2(d†1(0) + d1(0)− i(d†2(0) + d2(0))

(A-24)
and

d†2(T) = 1
2(γ3(T ) + iγ4(T )) = 1

2(γ2(0) + iγ4(0)) = 1
2(d†2(0)− d2(0)− i(d†1(0)− d1(0)).

(A-25)
Because of total parity conservation, let us assume that

|ee(T)〉 = α|ee(0)〉+ β|oo(0)〉. (A-26)

Again it is possible to investigate the evolution of the states and to find U23:

|oe(T)〉 = d†1(T)|ee(T)〉 = 1
2(d†1(0)+d1(0)− i(d†2(0)+d2(0))(α|ee(0)〉+β|oo(0)〉) (A-27)

= 1
2(α|oe(0)〉 − iα|eo(0)〉+ β|eo(0)〉+ iβ|oe(0)〉)

and

|eo(T)〉 = d†2(T)|ee(T)〉 = 1
2(d†2(0)−d2(0)− i(d†1(0)−d1(0))(α|ee(0)〉+β|oo(0)〉) (A-28)

= 1
2(α|eo(0)〉 − iα|oe(0)〉+ β|oe(0)〉+ iβ|eo(0)〉).

For the odd parity states, we can obtain a 2x2 exchange matrix:

U23,odd = 1
2

(
α+ iβ −iα+ β
−iα+ β α+ iβ

)
. (A-29)

For the second even parity state, we can calculate:

|oo(T)〉 = d†1(T)d†2(T)|ee(T)〉 (A-30)

= 1
2(d†1(0) + d1(0)− i(d†2(0) + d2(0))(d†2(0)− d2(0)− i(d†1(0)− d1(0))(α|ee(0)〉+β|oo(0)〉)

= 1
2((d†1(0)d†2(0)− d†2(0)d†1(0))α|ee(0)〉+ (−d1(0)d2(0) + d2(0)d1(0))β|oo(0)〉)

= β|ee(0)〉+ α|oo(0)〉.

Note: A factor of 2 is added according to the normalization of the state.
For the even parity states, we can finally write:

U23,even =
(
α β
β α

)
. (A-31)
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To obtain a solution where the odd and the even exchange matrices are equal, we assume:

α
!= 1

2(α+ iβ), β
!= 1

2(β − iα). (A-32)

We find the condition:
β = e−i

π
2 α. (A-33)

By setting α = eiφ√
2 , we find β = −eiφ i√

2 .

We finally obtain for the whole 4x4 exchange matrix:

U23 = eiφ√
2


1 −i 0 0
−i 1 0 0
0 0 1 −i
0 0 −i 1

 . (A-34)

This exchange matrix is the same result as in the literature for a clockwise exchange of
the two inner MBSs (Equation 2.18) [30].

General case for processes involving only the two left MBSs

By changing the two left MBSs, we can assume in general:

γ1(T) = aγ1(0) + bγ2(0), γ2(T) = −bγ1(0) + aγ2(0), γ3(T) = γ3(0), γ4(T) = γ4(0).
(A-35)

We can calculate the corresponding fermionic operators as in Equation A-14:

d†1(T) = ((a+ ib)d†1(0) (A-36)

and
d†2(T) = d†2(0). (A-37)

By assuming total parity conservation, it is again possible to investigate the evolution
of the states and to find U:

|oe(T)〉 = d†1(T)|ee(T)〉 = (a+ ib)α|oe(0)〉 (A-38)

and
|eo(T)〉 = α|eo(0)〉. (A-39)

For the odd parity states, we can obtain a 2x2 exchange matrix:

Uodd = α

(
1 0
0 a+ ib

)
. (A-40)

For the second even parity state, we can calculate:

|oo(T)〉 = d†1(T)d†2(T)|ee(T)〉 (A-41)
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= (a+ ib)d†1(0)d†2(0)(α|ee(0)〉+ β|oo(0)〉).

For the even parity states, we can write finally:

Ueven =
(
α β
0 α(a+ ib)

)
. (A-42)

To obtain a solution where the odd and the even exchange matrices are equal, we assume:

α
!= eiφ, β

!= 0. (A-43)

We finally obtain for the whole 4x4 exchange matrix:

U = eiφ√
2


1 0 0 0
0 a+ ib 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 a+ ib

 . (A-44)

Hadamard gate

For a Hadamard gate, the operators change according to:

γ1(T) = γ3(0), γ2(T) = −γ2(0), γ3(T) = γ1(0), γ4(T) = γ4(0). (A-45)

We can calculate the corresponding fermionic operators (using Equation A-15):

d†1(T) = 1
2(γ1(T )+iγ2(T )) = 1

2(γ3(0)−iγ2(0)) = 1
2(d†2(0)+d2(0)−d†1(0)+d1(0)) (A-46)

and

d†2(T) = 1
2(γ3(T ) + iγ4(T )) = 1

2(γ1(0) + iγ4(0)) = 1
2((d†1(0) + d1(0) + d†2(0)− d2(0)).

(A-47)
By assuming total parity conservation, it is again possible to investigate the evolution
of the states and to find U:

|oe(T)〉 = d†1(T)|ee(T)〉 = 1
2(d†2(0) + d2(0)− d†1(0) + d1(0))(α|ee(0)〉+ β|oo(0)〉) (A-48)

= 1
2(α|eo(0)〉 − α|oe(0)〉 − β|oe(0)〉+ β|eo(0)〉)

and

|eo(T)〉 = d†2(T)|ee(T)〉 = 1
2((d†1(0) +d1(0) +d†2(0)−d2(0))(α|ee(0)〉+β|oo(0)〉) (A-49)

= 1
2(α|oe(0)〉+ α|eo(0)〉+ β|eo(0)〉+ β|oe(0)〉).
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For the odd parity states, we can obtain a 2x2 exchange matrix:

U23,odd = 1
2

(
α+ β α+ β
α+ β −(α+ β)

)
. (A-50)

For the second even parity state, we can calculate:

|oo(T)〉 = d†1(T)d†2(T)|ee(T)〉 (A-51)

= 1
4(d†2(0) + d2(0)− d†1(0) + d1(0))((d†1(0) + d1(0) + d†2(0)− d2(0))(α|ee(0)〉+ β|oo(0)〉)

= 1
2((−d†1(0)d†2(0) + d†2(0)d†1(0))α|ee(0)〉+ (−d1(0)d2(0) + d2(0)d1(0))β|oo(0)〉)

= (β|ee(0)〉 − α|oo(0)〉).

For the even parity states, we can write finally:

U23,even =
(
α β
β −α

)
. (A-52)

To obtain a solution where the odd and the even exchange matrices are equal, we assume:

α
!= 1

2(α+ β) (A-53)

and find
α = β. (A-54)

To obtain a general normalized solution, we assume:

α = β = 1√
2
eiφ. (A-55)

Finally, we find the Hadamard gate for each parity value up to a phase:

U = 1√
2
eiφ


1 1 0 0
1 −1 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 1 −1

 = eiφ
(
Heven 0

0 Hodd

)
= eiφH ′. (A-56)
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A.3. Additional figures
In this section, additional figures supporting the described results in chapter 4 are shown.

A. Energy of the Majorana bound states during an exchange process
The figure illustrates the energy of the Majorana bound states during the exchange
process in subsection 4.2.1 as function of time.

Figure A.2.: Energy E0 corresponding to two MBSs during an exchange process for a
maximum velocity of vmax = 0.1625 T~ . According to the domain wall
displacement during this process, the energy of the MBSs is higher for a
localization of the two MBSs close to each other. Additionally, the grey
sketched area corresponds to the collected dynamic phase.

B. Optimization for Majorana bound states separated by a trivial region
In this figure, the optimization of the deviation measure in the case of an exchange of
two Majorana bound states separated by a trivial region as described in subsection 4.2.2
is shown.

Figure A.3.: Dynamical phase and adiabatic deviation as function of the maximum ve-
locity for an exchange of two middle MBS separated by a trivial region.
Additionally, the deviation measure defined out of these is shown. For a
maximum velocity of vmax = 0.05 T~ , a minimum is obtained.
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C. Illustration of the occurrence of a triangle-shaped probability density of
Majorana bound states in a T-junction system

For a T-junction with all sites in the topological phase, a triangle shaped probability
density of one Majorana bound state occurs. An illustration with domino stones explains
the different ways of pairing contributing to this spread probability density.

Figure A.4.: Illustration with dominoes of how a triangle shaped probability density for
a MBS can occur in a T-junction. All legs of the T-junction are in the
topological phase. In the three figures, the main possibilities for pairing
are shown. The three outer MBSs are localized for each possibility at the
same position while the middle MBS is localized at different positions. The
triangle shaped probality density can be explained as a superposition of
these three possiblities of pairing the Majoranas.

D. Energy of the MBSs during a π/8 gate process
The energy during a π/8 gate process is decisive how strong the dynamical phase effects
the quantum state. The energy during the process displaced in Figure 4.13 is illustrated
as a function of time.

Figure A.5.: Energy E1 of two MBS during a π/8 gate process. In the beginning, the
MBS are localized far away from each other obtaining a low energy. By
moving them close to each other, the energy increases. By evolving the
system for a specific time, a dynamical phase according to the area under
the energy in time is collected. Here, this phase approximately corresponds
to a value of π/4.
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A.4. Technical details of the numerical simulation of the time
evolution in BdG formalism

In this section, we briefly describe how the numerical results of the time evolution in
BdG formalism are technically obtained.

A. Mathematical representation of the simulated systems
The various considered systems are represented by a Hamiltonian in BdG formalism
HBdG which is described by a matrix (see Equation 3.1). In this way, a state is charac-
terized by a vector. The matrix HBdG is dependent on the different values of the system
parameters. The system parameters can hereby be set variable so that the system can
be obtained for different configurations.

B. Realization of domain walls of a system parameter
The domain walls are realized with the help of the sigmoid function as a function of the
position x in a 1-dimensional system:

f(x) = 1
1 + exp(−9 · xshift)

(A-57)

with
xshift = x− xdom

wdom
. (A-58)

The function is defined such that the domain wall is located around xshift = 0 and the
width wdom characterizes when the difference to 0 or 1 is less than 0.01. The offset xdom
characterizes the site where the turning point of the domain wall is located.
A domain wall from a topological value of a system parameter z to a trivial can be
constructed by:

ztop. + (ztrivial. − ztop.) · f(x). (A-59)

C. Realization of a continuous velocity profile
The continuous velocity course is constructed with two additive sigmoid functions:

f(x, offset = 2,width = 2)− f(z, offset = 2 + length,width = 2). (A-60)

The parameter length characterizes how many sites the domain wall is displaced.
To obtain the position of the domain wall itself, we just calculate the integral of the
velocity over time.

D. Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian
The eigenstates of the Hamiltonian can be calculated by determining the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of the matrix.
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This is done by the function "np.linalg.eigh". Here the first output is an array of the
eigenvalues in ascending order. Because of the underlying particle-hole symmetry the
zero Majorana modes are exactly in the middle of this array (eg. for two MBS for a
Hamiltonian of NxN: positions N/2 - 1 and N/2).
The second output are the eigenvectors (corresponding to the wave function) stored in
a matrix. Here the first column is the eigenvector corresponding to the first eigenvalues
and so on.

E. Calculation of probability densities
To calculate the probability densities of the MBSs as a function of the sites, the wave
functions were considered. Because of particle hole symmetry in the BdG formalism and
in this way information which is represented twice in the states, only the electronic part
(the second half of the vectors) is used for the calculation of the probability density by
considering an additional factor of 2. The probability densities are then calculated by
the sum of squared absolute values of both spin values.

F. Time evolution (ODE solver)
The time evolution of an Hamiltonian is realized by changing the varied system param-
eters and by calculating the corresponding Hamiltonian matrix for each. Hereby, the
initial state for this evolution is found by diagonalizing the initial Hamiltonian once and
choosing the desired state.
The methods for time evolution are based on directly solving the Schrödinger equation
Equation 2.21 with an ODE solver (scipy.integrate.solve_ivp) where you assume the
partial derivative as total derivative. Hereby, a Runge-Kutta method is used to solve
the differential equation. This is a method for solving first-order differential equations in
which the exact solution is approximated step by step (see [37]). The error is controlled
by a second-order method, while the steps are determined variable by a third-order
method. Additionally, local extrapolations and a maximal time step of 0.1 ~

T are used.
Finally, a certain amount (1000 to 10000) of data points are stored with equal time steps.
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A.5. Parameter sets for each considered system configuration
In this section, the system parameters for each considered system configuration are listed.
It can be used to reproduce the results of this Master Thesis.

A. Domain wall displacements in 1-dimensional systems
In subsection 4.1.1, subsection 4.1.2 and subsection 4.1.3, investigations were done for
displacementes of a domain in chemical potential. Hereby, different velocity profiles such
as a rectangle function or a continuous rectangle profile (Equation A-60) are considered
with different maximum velocities. The parameters can be described by:

System parameter Value
Nx 20 sites
Ny 1 sites
∆ 1 T

µtrivial 15 T
µtopological 0 T

wdom 7 sites
xdom 10/13 in x-direction before/after the displacement
vmax (0.1 - 1) T~

tdisplacement 3 / 7 ~
T for a rectangle / smoothed rectangle function

B. Investigations of the dynamical phase shift
The evolution in subsection 4.1.4 demonstrating the effect of the dynamical phase is
simulated with the following parameters:

System parameter Value
Nx 4 sites
Ny 1 sites
∆ 1 T
µ 0.2 T

tevolution 5000 ~
T

C. Verification of exchange statistics by an exchange of two Majorana
bound states

In the following, the parameters used for the verification of exchange statistics in sub-
section 4.3.1 are listed:
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System parameter Value
Nx 23 sites
Ny 12 sites
|∆| 1 T

µtrivial 15 T
µtopological 0 T

wdom 7 sites
vmax 0.1625 T~

Distance between MBSs 20 sites

D. Kitaev chain system with 4 Majorana bound states
In the following, the parameters used for the realization of quantum gates in a system
with four MBSs (see subsection 4.3.2) are listed:

System parameter Value
Nx 63 sites
Ny 12 sites
|∆| 1 T

µtrivial 15 T
µtopological 0 T

wdom 7 sites
vmax 0.05 T~

Distance between MBSs 20 sites
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A.6. Code used for the numerical simulation of the time
evolution in BdG formalism

The simulations were realized by the programming language python with its packages
numpy or scipy. For visualization the package matplotlib is used.
In this section, one first finds a short description of the used code structure. Hereby, the
implementation of the Hamiltonian in BdG formalism was used from an internal group
code. The other classes described were implemented for the purposes of this Master
Thesis. Additionally, parts of the code used for the obtained results in chapter 4 are
shown.

A. Description of the code structure
The code has the following structure:

1. Matrix class:
The functions to classify the Hamiltonian matrix are stored. There are also func-
tions to calculate the eigenstates of the system.
This class is used in general for different movements. For a different Hamiltonian
there is also a different class here. These were already part of the existing internal
group code implemented by other team members.

2. Matrix time class (daughter class of Matrix class):
The evolution of the system parameters and what should be calculated after each
time step is characterized.
Some similar schemes of changing the system parameters are again structured in
class structures. For every different schematic process, a new class is needed.

3. Time evolution class (Matrix time class as parameter):
Here, the methods of the time evolution are implemented. Additionally, one can
characterize the considered time span and the time step which defines at which
the calculated states are stored. There is also a method to calculate the exchange
operator as well as the methods needed to calculate the adiabatic value or the
dynamical phase.

4. Plot class (Time evolution class as parameter):
With this class, it is possible to plot the results and to create animations of the
considered time evolution. There are also functions to plot the eigenvalues of the
system in time.

B. Code of most important implemented classes for time evolution
In the following, the two most important classes used for the simulations of the time
evolution of MBSs systems are presented. The matrix time class characterizes how the
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system parameters are changed in time while the time evolution class defines the main
functions for the time evolution itself.

Matrix time class for Kitaev chain systems

1 from SCF_BDG.MakeMatrices_toymodel import MakeMatrix
2 import scipy as sp
3 import numpy as np
4

5

6

7 def sigmoid(z, offset = 0, width = 1):
8 """
9 The function implements a sigmoid function with turning point at z =

offset. The parameter ’width’ characterizes the width where the
values are below 0.99988.

10 Can be used for implementing a domain wall.
11 """
12 z_new = (z - offset) / width
13

14 return 1 / (1 + np.exp(- 9 * z_new))
15

16

17 def integral_sig(z, length = 10, width = 4):
18 """
19 The function implements the integral of the difference of two sigmoid

functions shifted by ’length’. ’Width’ characterizes the width of
the sigmoids.

20 """
21

22 z_new1 = (z - width) / width
23 z_new2 = (z - length + width) / width
24

25 if 9 * z_new1 > 50:
26 summand1 = 9 * z_new1
27 else:
28 summand1 = np.log(np.exp(9 * z_new1) + 1)
29

30 if 9 * z_new2 > 50:
31 summand2 = 9 * z_new2
32 else:
33 summand2 = np.log(np.exp(9 * z_new2) + 1)
34

35 return width / 9 * (summand1 - summand2)
36

37

38 def time_progress_forth_and_back(time, speed, start_time = 0,
time_movement = 2, width_v = 2, pause = 0):

39 """
40 Determines the position of the domain wall in time. Hereby, we

start at a position 0 for t<0. After this, we move to the
right for a time ’time_movement’.
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41 After a pause with length ’pause’ we move back to the initial
position.

42 """
43

44

45 if pause < 0 or time_movement < 0:
46 raise Exception("Positive values please!")
47

48 if time < start_time:
49 return 0
50 elif time < (start_time + time_movement + pause):
51 return speed * integral_sig((time - start_time), length =

time_movement, width = width_v / speed)
52

53 elif time < (start_time + 2 * time_movement + pause) :
54 return speed * (integral_sig((time_movement + pause +

start_time), length = time_movement, width = width_v /
speed ) - integral_sig(time - (start_time + time_movement
+ pause), length = time_movement, width = width_v / speed
))

55 else:
56 return 0
57

58 class movements_1D_Kitaev_chain(MakeMatrix):
59 """
60 Creates a 1D Kitaev chain system with size Nx x Ny. The motion only

takes place in 1D of the system.
61 Initializes the parameters needed for movements of a domain wall in

such a system.
62 """
63

64 def __init__(self, Nx, Ny = 1, speed = 1, width = 1, mu_trivial = 15,
moved_sites = 3, domain_start = 10, mu_topo = 0):

65 super().__init__()
66 self.Nx = Nx
67 self.Ny = Ny
68 N_2 = self.Nx * self.Ny // 2
69 self.speed = speed
70 self.width = width
71 self.domain_start = domain_start
72 self.mu_trivial = mu_trivial
73 self.moved_sites = moved_sites
74 self.mu_topo = mu_topo
75

76 def set_BDG_Hamiltonian(self):
77 """
78 Changes the BdG Hamiltonian of the Kitaev chain as matrix.
79 """
80

81 self.MakeConstantMatrices()
82 self.MakeHMatrix()
83 self.MakeDeltaMatrix()
84 self.MakeEnergyMatrix()
85
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86 def change_params_in_time(self, time):
87 """
88 Changes the parameters of the system according to the desired

movement
89 """
90

91 return
92

93

94

95 class move_domain_n_sites_to_the_right(movements_1D_Kitaev_chain):
96 """
97 Creates a 1D Kitaev chain system with length Nx.
98 At the initial situation, a domain wall of the chemical potential of

width "width" is located at n = domain_start from mu = 0 to
mu_trivial (left to right).

99 This domain wall is now moved to the right with the velocity "speed"
for a certain amound of sites "moved_sites".

100 """
101

102

103 def time_progress(self, time):
104 """
105 Determines the position of the domain wall in time. Hereby, we

start at a position 0 for t<0. After this, we move to the
right until the position ’self.moved_sites’ is reached.

106 """
107

108 if time < 0:
109 return 0
110 if time < self.moved_sites / self.speed:
111 return self.speed * time
112 else:
113 return self.moved_sites
114

115 def change_params_in_time(self, time):
116 """
117 Changes the parameters of the system according to a movement of

the domain wall to the right
118 """
119

120 mu_grid = np.zeros((self.Nx, self.Ny), dtype = float)
121 mu_grid[:, 0] = self.mu_trivial * (sigmoid(np.linspace(1, self.Nx,

self.Nx), offset = self.domain_start + self.time_progress(
time), width = self.width))

122 self.mu_grid = mu_grid
123

124

125

126 class move_domain_n_sites_to_the_right_continous_velocity(
movements_1D_Kitaev_chain):

127 """
128 Creates a 1D Kitaev chain system with length Nx.
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129 At the initial situation, a domain wall of the chemical potential of
width "width" is located at n = domain_start from mu = 0 to
mu_trivial (left to right).

130 This domain wall is now moved to the right with the maximum velocity "
speed" for a certain amount of sites "moved_sites". The velocity
starts and ends hereby smoothly.

131 """
132

133 def time_progress(self, time, start_time = 0, time_movement = 2,
width_v = 2):

134 """
135 Determines the position of the domain wall in time. Hereby, we

start at a position 0 for t<0. After this, we move to the
right until the position ’self.moved_sites’ is reached.

136 """
137

138 if time_movement < 0:
139 raise Exception("Positive values please!")
140

141 if time < start_time:
142 return 0
143 else:
144 return self.speed * integral_sig((time - start_time), length =

time_movement, width = width_v / self.speed)
145

146

147

148 def change_params_in_time(self, time):
149 """
150 Changes the parameters of the system according to a movement of

the domain wall to the right for a continous velocity.
151 """
152

153 time_movement = (self.moved_sites + 4) / self.speed
154

155 mu_grid = np.zeros((self.Nx, self.Ny), dtype = float)
156 mu_grid[:, 0] = self.mu_topo + (self.mu_trivial - self.mu_topo) *

(sigmoid(np.linspace(1, self.Nx, self.Nx), offset = self.
domain_start + self.time_progress(time, time_movement =
time_movement), width = self.width))

157 self.mu_grid = mu_grid
158

159

160 class move_domain_n_sites_forth_and_back_continous_velocity(
movements_1D_Kitaev_chain):

161 """
162 Creates a 1D Kitaev chain system with length Nx.
163 At the initial situation, a domain wall of the chemical potential of

width "width" is located at n = domain_start from mu = 0 to
mu_trivial (left to right).

164 This domain wall is now moved to the left with the maximum velocity "
speed" for a certain amount of sites "moved_sites". The velocity
starts and ends hereby smoothly.
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165 After a pause of length "pause" the domain wall is moving to the
initial state.

166 """
167

168 def __init__(self, Nx, Ny = 1, speed = 1, width = 1, mu_trivial = 15,
moved_sites = 3, domain_start = 10, mu_topo = 0):

169 super().__init__(Nx = Nx, Ny = Ny, speed = speed, width = width,
mu_trivial = mu_trivial, moved_sites = moved_sites,
domain_start = domain_start, mu_topo = mu_topo)

170 self.pause = 0
171 self.time_movement = (moved_sites + 4) / speed
172

173

174 def set_pause_according_to_phase(self, phase):
175 """
176 Set the length of the pause according to a certain phase to

collect.
177 """
178

179 self.change_params_in_time(self.time_movement)
180 self.set_BDG_Hamiltonian()
181 self.CalculateEigenValues()
182 l = len(self.EigenValues)
183 self.pause = phase / np.real(self.EigenValues[l//2])
184 #print(self.EigenValues[l//2])
185

186

187

188 def change_params_in_time(self, time):
189 """
190 Changes the parameters of the system according to a movement of

the domain wall back and forth for a continous velocity.
191 """
192

193 time_movement = self.time_movement
194

195 mu_grid = np.zeros((self.Nx, self.Ny), dtype = float)
196 distribution_domain = self.domain_start -

time_progress_forth_and_back(time, self.speed, time_movement =
time_movement, pause = self.pause)

197 mu_grid[:, 0] = self.mu_topo + (self.mu_trivial - self.mu_topo) *
(sigmoid(np.linspace(1, self.Nx, self.Nx), offset =
distribution_domain, width = self.width))

198 self.mu_grid = mu_grid
199

200

201 class braiding_continuous_v(MakeMatrix):
202 """
203 Creates a 2D Kitaev chain system and defines the functions for

braidings in a T Junction.
204 The domain walls with width ’width’ are moved with a maximum velocity

’speed’ with a continous velocity progress.
205 ’mu_trivial’: chemical potential in trivial regions.
206 ’mu_topo’: chemical potential in topological regions
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207 """
208

209 def __init__(self, speed = 1, mu_trivial = 15, mu_topo = 0, width = 7)
:

210 super().__init__()
211 self.speed = speed
212 self.mu_trivial = mu_trivial
213 self.mu_topo = mu_topo
214 self.width = width
215 self.pause_phase_gate = 0
216

217 def set_BDG_Hamiltonian(self):
218 """
219 Changes the BdG Hamiltonian of the Kitaev chain as matrix.
220

221 """
222

223 self.MakeConstantMatrices()
224 self.MakeHMatrix()
225 self.MakeDeltaMatrix()
226 self.MakeEnergyMatrix()
227

228 def calculate_complete_mu(self):
229 """
230 Returns the chemical potential for each site in the lattice
231 """
232

233 return np.transpose(self.mu_grid)
234

235 def change_params_in_time(self, time):
236 """
237 Changes the parameters of the system according to the desired

braiding
238 """
239

240 return
241

242 def get_full_time_braiding(self, amount_maj = 2):
243 """
244 Returns the time you need for one braiding
245 """
246 if amount_maj == 2:
247 time_movement_first = (int(self.Nx / 2) - 1 + 1 + 4) / self.

speed
248 time_movement_third = (int(self.Ny) + 5) / self.speed
249 time_movement_second = (int(self.Nx / 2) - 1 + 1 + 4) / self.

speed
250 shift = time_movement_third - 5 / self.speed
251

252 return time_movement_first + time_movement_third - shift - 3 /
self.speed + 2 * time_movement_second + (int(self.Nx / 2)
- 3 + self.Ny) / self.speed - shift

253

254 elif amount_maj == 4:
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255

256 time_movement_first = (self.Nx // 6 + 1 - 1 + 4) / self.speed
257 time_movement_third = (int(self.Ny) + 5) / self.speed
258 time_movement_second = (self.Nx // 6 + 1 - 1 + 4) / self.speed
259

260 shift = time_movement_third - 5 / self.speed
261

262 return time_movement_first + time_movement_third - shift - 3 /
self.speed + 2 * time_movement_second + (self.Nx // 6 - 2
+ self.Ny) / self.speed - shift

263

264 else:
265 return "Error"
266

267

268

269

270 class braiding_2_Majoranas_clockwise(braiding_continous_v):
271

272 """
273 Creates a 2D Kitaev chain system and defines the functions for a

braiding in a T Junction clockwise.
274 The domain walls with width ’width’ are moved with a maximum velocity

’speed’ with a continous velocity progress.
275 ’mu_trivial’: chemical potential in trivial regions.
276 ’mu_topo’: chemical potential in topological regions
277 """
278

279 def change_params_in_time(self, time):
280 """
281 Changes the chemical potential of the system for each site in such

a way that MBS can be exchanged in a T-Junction.
282 """
283

284

285 mu_topo = self.mu_topo
286 mu_trivial = self.mu_trivial
287

288

289 time_movement_first = (int(self.Nx / 2) - 1 + 1 + 4) / self.speed
290 time_movement_third = (int(self.Ny) + 5) / self.speed
291 time_movement_second = (int(self.Nx / 2) - 1 + 1.25 + 4) / self.

speed
292

293

294 shift = time_movement_third - 5 / self.speed
295

296 distribution_first_domain = - 2 + time_progress_forth_and_back(
time, self.speed, time_movement = time_movement_first, pause =
time_movement_second + time_movement_third - 7 / self.speed -
shift) # -4

297 distribution_third_domain = - 2 + time_progress_forth_and_back(
time, self.speed, start_time = time_movement_first - 4 / self.
speed, time_movement = time_movement_third, pause = (self.Nx +
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3) / self.speed - 2 * shift)
298 distribution_second_domain = self.Nx + 1 -

time_progress_forth_and_back(time, self.speed, start_time =
time_movement_first + time_movement_third - shift - 3 / self.
speed, time_movement = time_movement_second, pause = (int(self
.Nx / 2) - 4.5 + self.Ny) / self.speed - shift)

299

300 mu_grid = mu_trivial * np.ones((self.Nx, self.Ny), dtype = float)
301

302 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (1
- sigmoid(np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =

distribution_first_domain, width = self.width))
303 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(

np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =
distribution_second_domain, width = self.width))

304

305 mu_grid[self.Nx // 2, 2 : self.Ny - 1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo -
mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace(1, int(self.Ny) - 3, int(
self.Ny) - 3), offset = distribution_third_domain , width =
self.width))

306

307

308 self.mu_grid = mu_grid
309

310

311

312

313 class braiding_2_Majoranas_counterclockwise(braiding_continous_v):
314

315 """
316 Creates a 2D Kitaev chain system and defines the functions for a

braiding in a T Junction counterclockwise.
317 The domain walls with width ’width’ are moved with a maximum velocity

’speed’ with a continous velocity progress.
318 ’mu_trivial’: chemical potential in trivial regions.
319 ’mu_topo’: chemical potential in topological regions
320 """
321

322 def change_params_in_time(self, time):
323 """
324 Changes the chemical potential of the system for each site in such

a way that MBS can be exchanged counterclockwise in a T-
Junction.

325 """
326

327

328 mu_topo = self.mu_topo
329 mu_trivial = self.mu_trivial
330

331

332 time_movement_first = (int(self.Nx / 2) - 1 + 1 + 4) / self.speed
333 time_movement_third = (int(self.Ny) + 5) / self.speed
334 time_movement_second = (int(self.Nx / 2) - 1 + 1 + 4) / self.speed
335
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336

337 shift = time_movement_third - 5 / self.speed
338

339 distribution_first_domain = - 2 + time_progress_forth_and_back(
time, self.speed, start_time = time_movement_first +
time_movement_third - shift - 3 / self.speed, time_movement =
time_movement_second, pause = (int(self.Nx / 2) - 3 + self.Ny)
/ self.speed - shift)

340 distribution_third_domain = - 2 + time_progress_forth_and_back(
time, self.speed, start_time = time_movement_first - 4 / self.
speed, time_movement = time_movement_third, pause = (self.Nx +
3) / self.speed - 2 * shift)

341 distribution_second_domain = self.Nx + 1 -
time_progress_forth_and_back(time, self.speed, time_movement =
time_movement_first, pause = time_movement_second +

time_movement_third - 7 / self.speed - shift) # -4
342

343 mu_grid = mu_trivial * np.ones((self.Nx, self.Ny), dtype = float)
344

345 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (1
- sigmoid(np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =

distribution_first_domain, width = self.width))
346 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(

np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =
distribution_second_domain, width = self.width))

347

348 mu_grid[self.Nx // 2, 2 : self.Ny - 1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo -
mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace(1, int(self.Ny) - 3, int(
self.Ny) - 3), offset = distribution_third_domain , width =
self.width))

349

350

351 self.mu_grid = mu_grid
352

353

354

355

356 class fusion_Majoranas(braiding_continous_v):
357 """
358 Creates a 2D Kitaev chain system and implements a movement of the two

Majoranas into themselves.
359 The domain walls with width ’width’ are moved with a maximum velocity

’speed’ with a continous velocity progress.
360 ’mu_trivial’: chemical potential in trivial regions.
361 ’mu_topo’: chemical potential in topological regions
362 """
363 def change_params_in_time(self, time):
364 """
365 Changes the chemical potential of the system for each site in such

a way that MBS can be exchanged counterclockwise in a T-
Junction.

366 """
367

368
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369 mu_topo = self.mu_topo
370 mu_trivial = self.mu_trivial
371

372

373 time_movement_first = (int(self.Nx / 2) - 1 + 1 + 4 ) / self.speed
374 time_movement_second = (int(self.Nx / 2) - 1 + 1 + 4 ) / self.

speed
375

376

377

378 distribution_first_domain = - 2 + time_progress_forth_and_back(
time, self.speed, start_time = 0, time_movement =
time_movement_second, pause = 1 / self.speed)

379 distribution_second_domain = self.Nx + 1 -
time_progress_forth_and_back(time, self.speed, time_movement =
time_movement_first, pause = 1 / self.speed) # -4

380

381 mu_grid = mu_trivial * np.ones((self.Nx, self.Ny), dtype = float)
382

383 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (1
- sigmoid(np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =

distribution_first_domain, width = self.width))
384 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(

np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =
distribution_second_domain, width = self.width))

385

386

387 self.mu_grid = mu_grid
388

389

390

391 class braiding_4_Majoranas(braiding_continous_v):
392

393 """
394 Creates a 2D Kitaev chain system with four Majoranas and defines the

functions for braidings in 3 T Junctions.
395 The domain walls with width ’width’ are moved with a maximum velocity

’speed’ with a continous velocity progress.
396 ’mu_trivial’: chemical potential in trivial regions.
397 ’mu_topo’: chemical potential in topological regions
398 """
399

400

401 def change_params_in_time_exchange_left_maj(self, time):
402 """
403 Changes the chemical potential of the system for each site in such

a way that the two left MBS are exchanged clockwise in a T-
Junction.

404 """
405 if time < 0:
406 return
407

408 mu_topo = self.mu_topo
409 mu_trivial = self.mu_trivial
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410

411

412 time_movement_first = (self.Nx // 6 + 1 - 1 + 4) / self.speed
413 time_movement_third = (int(self.Ny) + 5) / self.speed
414 time_movement_second = (self.Nx // 6 + 1 - 1 + 4) / self.speed
415

416

417 shift = time_movement_third - 5 / self.speed
418

419 distribution_first_domain = - 1 + time_progress_forth_and_back(
time, self.speed, time_movement = time_movement_first, pause =
time_movement_second + time_movement_third - 7 / self.speed -
shift)

420 distribution_third_domain = - 2 + time_progress_forth_and_back(
time, self.speed, start_time = time_movement_first - 4 / self.
speed, time_movement = time_movement_third, pause = (2 * self.
Nx // 6 + 4) / self.speed - 2 * shift)

421 distribution_second_domain = (self.Nx - 3) // 3 + 3 -
time_progress_forth_and_back(time, self.speed, start_time =
time_movement_first + time_movement_third - shift - 3 / self.
speed, time_movement = time_movement_second, pause = (self.Nx
// 6 - 2 + self.Ny) / self.speed - shift)

422

423 mu_grid = mu_trivial * np.ones((self.Nx, self.Ny), dtype = float)
424

425 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (1
- sigmoid(np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =

distribution_first_domain, width = self.width))
426 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(

np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =
distribution_second_domain, width = self.width))

427 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np
.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset = 2 * (self.Nx
- 3) // 3 - 1, width = self.width))

428 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(
np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset = self.Nx,
width = self.width))

429

430 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1, 2 : self.Ny - 1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo -
mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace(1, int(self.Ny) - 3, int(

self.Ny) - 3), offset = distribution_third_domain , width =
self.width))

431 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1 + (self.Nx - 3) // 3, 2 : self.Ny - 1] =
mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace(1,

int(self.Ny) - 3, int(self.Ny) - 3), offset = - 2 , width =
self.width))

432 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1 + 2 * (self.Nx - 3) // 3, 2 : self.Ny -
1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace
(1, int(self.Ny) - 3, int(self.Ny) - 3), offset = - 2 , width
= self.width))

433

434 self.mu_grid = mu_grid
435

436
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437

438 def change_params_in_time_exchange_left_maj_counterclockwise(self,
time):

439 """
440 Changes the chemical potential of the system for each site in such

a way that the two left MBS are exchanged counterclockwise in
a T-Junction.

441 """
442 if time < 0:
443 return
444

445 mu_topo = self.mu_topo
446 mu_trivial = self.mu_trivial
447

448

449 time_movement_first = (self.Nx // 6 + 1 - 1 + 4) / self.speed
450 time_movement_third = (int(self.Ny) + 5) / self.speed
451 time_movement_second = (self.Nx // 6 + 1 - 1 + 4) / self.speed
452

453

454 shift = time_movement_third - 5 / self.speed
455

456 distribution_first_domain = - 1 + time_progress_forth_and_back(
time, self.speed, start_time = time_movement_first +
time_movement_third - shift - 3 / self.speed, time_movement =
time_movement_first, pause = (self.Nx // 6 - 2 + self.Ny) /
self.speed - shift)

457 distribution_third_domain = - 2 + time_progress_forth_and_back(
time, self.speed, start_time = time_movement_first - 4 / self.
speed, time_movement = time_movement_third, pause = (2 * self.
Nx // 6 + 4) / self.speed - 2 * shift)

458 distribution_second_domain = (self.Nx - 3) // 3 + 3 -
time_progress_forth_and_back(time, self.speed, time_movement =
time_movement_second, pause = time_movement_second +

time_movement_third - 7 / self.speed - shift)
459

460 mu_grid = mu_trivial * np.ones((self.Nx, self.Ny), dtype = float)
461

462 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (1
- sigmoid(np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =

distribution_first_domain, width = self.width))
463 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(

np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =
distribution_second_domain, width = self.width))

464 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np
.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset = 2 * (self.Nx
- 3) // 3 - 1, width = self.width))

465 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(
np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset = self.Nx,
width = self.width))

466

467 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1, 2 : self.Ny - 1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo -
mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace(1, int(self.Ny) - 3, int(

self.Ny) - 3), offset = distribution_third_domain , width =
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self.width))
468 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1 + (self.Nx - 3) // 3, 2 : self.Ny - 1] =

mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace(1,
int(self.Ny) - 3, int(self.Ny) - 3), offset = - 2 , width =
self.width))

469 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1 + 2 * (self.Nx - 3) // 3, 2 : self.Ny -
1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace
(1, int(self.Ny) - 3, int(self.Ny) - 3), offset = - 2 , width
= self.width))

470

471 self.mu_grid = mu_grid
472

473

474 def change_params_in_time_exchange_right_maj(self, time):
475 """
476 Changes the chemical potential of the system for each site in such

a way that the two right MBS are exchanged clockwise in a T-
Junction.

477 """
478 if time < 0:
479 return
480

481 mu_topo = self.mu_topo
482 mu_trivial = self.mu_trivial
483

484

485 time_movement_first = (self.Nx // 6 + 1 - 1 + 4) / self.speed
486 time_movement_third = (int(self.Ny) + 5) / self.speed
487 time_movement_second = (self.Nx // 6 + 1 - 1 + 4) / self.speed
488

489

490 shift = time_movement_third - 5 / self.speed
491

492 distribution_first_domain = 2 * (self.Nx - 3) // 3 - 1 +
time_progress_forth_and_back(time, self.speed, time_movement =
time_movement_first, pause = time_movement_second +

time_movement_third - 7 / self.speed - shift)
493 distribution_third_domain = - 2 + time_progress_forth_and_back(

time, self.speed, start_time = time_movement_first - 4 / self.
speed, time_movement = time_movement_third, pause = (2 * self.
Nx // 6 + 4) / self.speed - 2 * shift)

494 distribution_second_domain = self.Nx -
time_progress_forth_and_back(time, self.speed, start_time =
time_movement_first + time_movement_third - shift - 3 / self.
speed, time_movement = time_movement_second, pause = (self.Nx
// 6 - 2 + self.Ny) / self.speed - shift)

495

496 mu_grid = mu_trivial * np.ones((self.Nx, self.Ny), dtype = float)
497

498 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (1
- sigmoid(np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =

- 1, width = self.width))
499 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(

np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset = (self.Nx -
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3) // 3 + 3, width = self.width))
500 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np

.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =
distribution_first_domain, width = self.width))

501 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(
np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =
distribution_second_domain, width = self.width))

502

503 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1, 2 : self.Ny - 1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo -
mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace(1, int(self.Ny) - 3, int(

self.Ny) - 3), offset = - 2 , width = self.width))
504 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1 + (self.Nx - 3) // 3, 2 : self.Ny - 1] =

mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace(1,
int(self.Ny) - 3, int(self.Ny) - 3), offset = - 2, width =
self.width))

505 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1 + 2 * (self.Nx - 3) // 3, 2 : self.Ny -
1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace
(1, int(self.Ny) - 3, int(self.Ny) - 3), offset =
distribution_third_domain, width = self.width))

506

507

508 self.mu_grid = mu_grid
509

510

511

512 def change_params_in_time_exchange_right_maj_counterclockwise(self,
time):

513 """
514 Changes the chemical potential of the system for each site in such

a way that the two right MBS are exchanged counterclockwise
in a T-Junction.

515 """
516 if time < 0:
517 return
518

519 mu_topo = self.mu_topo
520 mu_trivial = self.mu_trivial
521

522

523 time_movement_first = (self.Nx // 6 + 1 - 1 + 4) / self.speed
524 time_movement_third = (int(self.Ny) + 5) / self.speed
525 time_movement_second = (self.Nx // 6 + 1 - 1 + 4) / self.speed
526

527

528 shift = time_movement_third - 5 / self.speed
529

530 distribution_first_domain = 2 * (self.Nx - 3) // 3 - 1 +
time_progress_forth_and_back(time, self.speed, start_time =
time_movement_first + time_movement_third - shift - 3 / self.
speed, time_movement = time_movement_first, pause = (self.Nx
// 6 - 2 + self.Ny) / self.speed - shift)

531 distribution_third_domain = - 2 + time_progress_forth_and_back(
time, self.speed, start_time = time_movement_first - 4 / self.
speed, time_movement = time_movement_third, pause = (2 * self.
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Nx // 6 + 4) / self.speed - 2 * shift)
532 distribution_second_domain = self.Nx -

time_progress_forth_and_back(time, self.speed, time_movement =
time_movement_second, pause = time_movement_second +

time_movement_third - 7 / self.speed - shift)
533

534 mu_grid = mu_trivial * np.ones((self.Nx, self.Ny), dtype = float)
535

536 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (1
- sigmoid(np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =

- 1, width = self.width))
537 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(

np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset = (self.Nx -
3) // 3 + 3, width = self.width))

538 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np
.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =
distribution_first_domain, width = self.width))

539 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(
np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =
distribution_second_domain, width = self.width))

540

541 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1, 2 : self.Ny - 1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo -
mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace(1, int(self.Ny) - 3, int(

self.Ny) - 3), offset = - 2 , width = self.width))
542 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1 + (self.Nx - 3) // 3, 2 : self.Ny - 1] =

mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace(1,
int(self.Ny) - 3, int(self.Ny) - 3), offset = - 2, width =
self.width))

543 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1 + 2 * (self.Nx - 3) // 3, 2 : self.Ny -
1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace
(1, int(self.Ny) - 3, int(self.Ny) - 3), offset =
distribution_third_domain, width = self.width))

544

545

546 self.mu_grid = mu_grid
547

548

549 def change_params_in_time_exchange_middle_maj(self, time):
550 """
551 Changes the chemical potential of the system for each site in such

a way that the two middle MBS are exchanged clockwise in a T-
Junction.

552 """
553 if time < 0:
554 return
555

556 mu_topo = self.mu_topo
557 mu_trivial = self.mu_trivial
558

559

560 time_movement_first = (self.Nx // 6 + 1 - 1 + 4) / self.speed
561 time_movement_third = (int(self.Ny) + 5) / self.speed
562 time_movement_second = (self.Nx // 6 + 1 - 1 + 4) / self.speed
563
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564

565 shift = time_movement_third - 5 / self.speed
566

567 distribution_first_domain = (self.Nx - 3) // 3 + 3 +
time_progress_forth_and_back(time, self.speed, time_movement =
time_movement_first, pause = time_movement_second +

time_movement_third - 7 / self.speed - shift - 4 / self.speed)
568 distribution_third_domain = - 2 + time_progress_forth_and_back(

time, self.speed, start_time = time_movement_first - 4 / self.
speed, time_movement = time_movement_third, pause = (2 * self.
Nx // 6 + 4) / self.speed - 2 * shift)

569 distribution_second_domain = 2 * (self.Nx - 3) // 3 - 1 -
time_progress_forth_and_back(time, self.speed, start_time =
time_movement_first + time_movement_third - shift - 3 / self.
speed, time_movement = time_movement_second, pause = (self.Nx
// 6 - 2 + self.Ny) / self.speed - shift)

570

571 mu_grid = mu_trivial * np.ones((self.Nx, self.Ny), dtype = float)
572

573 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (1
- sigmoid(np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =

- 1, width = self.width))
574 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(

np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =
distribution_first_domain, width = self.width))

575 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np
.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =
distribution_second_domain, width = self.width))

576 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(
np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset = self.Nx,
width = self.width))

577

578 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1, 2 : self.Ny - 1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo -
mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace(1, int(self.Ny) - 3, int(

self.Ny) - 3), offset = - 2 , width = self.width))
579 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1 + (self.Nx - 3) // 3, 2 : self.Ny - 1] =

mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace(1,
int(self.Ny) - 3, int(self.Ny) - 3), offset =
distribution_third_domain, width = self.width))

580 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1 + 2 * (self.Nx - 3) // 3, 2 : self.Ny -
1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace
(1, int(self.Ny) - 3, int(self.Ny) - 3), offset = - 2 , width
= self.width))

581

582

583 self.mu_grid = mu_grid
584

585

586 def change_params_in_time_exchange_middle_maj_counterclockwise(self,
time):

587 """
588 Changes the chemical potential of the system for each site in such

a way that the two middle MBS are exchanged counterclockwise
in a T-Junction.
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589 """
590 if time < 0:
591 return
592

593 mu_topo = self.mu_topo
594 mu_trivial = self.mu_trivial
595

596

597 time_movement_first = (self.Nx // 6 + 1 - 1 + 4) / self.speed
598 time_movement_third = (int(self.Ny) + 5) / self.speed
599 time_movement_second = (self.Nx // 6 + 1 - 1 + 4) / self.speed
600

601

602 shift = time_movement_third - 5 / self.speed
603

604 distribution_first_domain = (self.Nx - 3) // 3 + 3 +
time_progress_forth_and_back(time, self.speed, start_time =
time_movement_first + time_movement_third - shift - 3 / self.
speed, time_movement = time_movement_first, pause = (self.Nx
// 6 - 2 + self.Ny) / self.speed - shift)

605 distribution_third_domain = - 2 + time_progress_forth_and_back(
time, self.speed, start_time = time_movement_first - 4 / self.
speed, time_movement = time_movement_third, pause = (2 * self.
Nx // 6 + 4) / self.speed - 2 * shift)

606 distribution_second_domain = 2 * (self.Nx - 3) // 3 - 1 -
time_progress_forth_and_back(time, self.speed, time_movement =
time_movement_second, pause = time_movement_second +

time_movement_third - 7 / self.speed - shift - 4 / self.speed)
607

608 mu_grid = mu_trivial * np.ones((self.Nx, self.Ny), dtype = float)
609

610 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (1
- sigmoid(np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =

- 1, width = self.width))
611 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(

np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =
distribution_first_domain, width = self.width))

612 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np
.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =
distribution_second_domain, width = self.width))

613 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(
np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset = self.Nx,
width = self.width))

614

615 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1, 2 : self.Ny - 1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo -
mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace(1, int(self.Ny) - 3, int(

self.Ny) - 3), offset = - 2 , width = self.width))
616 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1 + (self.Nx - 3) // 3, 2 : self.Ny - 1] =

mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace(1,
int(self.Ny) - 3, int(self.Ny) - 3), offset =
distribution_third_domain, width = self.width))

617 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1 + 2 * (self.Nx - 3) // 3, 2 : self.Ny -
1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace
(1, int(self.Ny) - 3, int(self.Ny) - 3), offset = - 2 , width
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= self.width))
618

619

620 self.mu_grid = mu_grid
621

622

623

624 def set_pause_according_to_phase(self, phase):
625 """
626 Set the length of the pause according to a certain phase to

collect.
627 """
628

629 time_movement_first = (self.Nx // 6 + 1 - 1 + 4 + 4) / self.speed
630

631 self.change_params_in_time(time_movement_first)
632 self.set_BDG_Hamiltonian()
633 self.CalculateEigenValues()
634 l = len(self.EigenValues)
635 self.pause_phase_gate = phase / np.real(self.EigenValues[l//2 +

1])
636

637

638

639 def change_params_in_time_phase_left(self, time):
640 """
641 Changes the parameters of the system according to a movement of

the domain wall back and forth for a continous velocity.
642 """
643 if time < 0:
644 return
645

646 mu_topo = self.mu_topo
647 mu_trivial = self.mu_trivial
648

649

650 time_movement_first = (self.Nx // 6 + 1 - 1 + 4 + 4) / self.speed
651

652

653 distribution_first_domain = - 1 + time_progress_forth_and_back(
time, self.speed, time_movement = time_movement_first, pause =
self.pause_phase_gate)

654 distribution_third_domain = - 2
655 distribution_second_domain = (self.Nx - 3) // 3 + 3
656

657 mu_grid = mu_trivial * np.ones((self.Nx, self.Ny), dtype = float)
658

659 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (1
- sigmoid(np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =

distribution_first_domain, width = self.width))
660 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(

np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset =
distribution_second_domain, width = self.width))
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661 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np
.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset = 2 * (self.Nx
- 3) // 3 - 1, width = self.width))

662 mu_grid[1: self.Nx - 1, 1] += - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(
np.linspace(1, self.Nx - 2, self.Nx - 2), offset = self.Nx,
width = self.width))

663

664 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1, 2 : self.Ny - 1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo -
mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace(1, int(self.Ny) - 3, int(

self.Ny) - 3), offset = distribution_third_domain , width =
self.width))

665 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1 + (self.Nx - 3) // 3, 2 : self.Ny - 1] =
mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace(1,

int(self.Ny) - 3, int(self.Ny) - 3), offset = - 2 , width =
self.width))

666 mu_grid[self.Nx // 6 + 1 + 2 * (self.Nx - 3) // 3, 2 : self.Ny -
1] = mu_topo - (mu_topo - mu_trivial) * (sigmoid(np.linspace
(1, int(self.Ny) - 3, int(self.Ny) - 3), offset = - 2 , width
= self.width))

667

668 self.mu_grid = mu_grid
669

670

671

672 def change_params_in_time(self, time):
673 """
674 Changes the chemical potential of the system for each site.
675 """
676 if time < 10e-20:
677 self.change_params_in_time_exchange_left_maj(time)
678 else:
679

680 self.change_params_in_time_exchange_left_maj(time)
681

682 class Hadamard_gate(braiding_4_Majoranas):
683

684 """
685 Creates a 2D Kitaev chain system with four Majoranas and defines the

functions for braidings to perform a Hadamard gate.
686 The domain walls with width ’width’ are moved with a maximum velocity

’speed’ with a continous velocity progress.
687 ’mu_trivial’: chemical potential in trivial regions.
688 ’mu_topo’: chemical potential in topological regions
689 """
690

691 def change_params_in_time(self, time):
692 """
693 Changes the chemical potential of the system for each site in such

a way that the MBS perform a Hadamard gate
694 """
695 if time < 10e-20:
696 self.change_params_in_time_exchange_left_maj(time)
697 else:
698
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699 self.change_params_in_time_exchange_left_maj_counterclockwise(
time)

700 self.
change_params_in_time_exchange_middle_maj_counterclockwise
(time - self.get_full_time_braiding(amount_maj = 4) - 3 /
self.speed)

701 self.change_params_in_time_exchange_left_maj_counterclockwise(
time - 2 * self.get_full_time_braiding(amount_maj = 4) - 6
/ self.speed)

702

703

704

705

706

707 class Any_phase_gate(braiding_4_Majoranas):
708

709 """
710 Creates a 2D Kitaev chain system with four Majoranas and defines the

functions for braidings to perform gate with a phase according to
the parameter ’pause_phase_gate’.

711 The domain walls with width ’width’ are moved with a maximum velocity
’speed’ with a continous velocity progress.

712 ’mu_trivial’: chemical potential in trivial regions.
713 ’mu_topo’: chemical potential in topological regions
714 """
715

716 def change_params_in_time(self, time):
717 """
718 Changes the chemical potential of the system for each site in such

a way that the MBS perform a Hadamard gate
719 """
720 if time < 10e-20:
721 self.change_params_in_time_exchange_left_maj(time)
722 else:
723

724 self.change_params_in_time_phase_left(time)

Time evolution class

1 import scipy as sp
2 import numpy as np
3 import scipy.constants
4 from scipy.integrate import solve_ivp
5

6

7 class Time_evolution():
8 """
9 Class for the time evolution of a time dependent Hamiltonian ’H_time’.

10 Hereby, the time how long the system should be evolved in time is set
and also the time steps how many data points should be stored.

11 """
12
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13 def __init__(self, H_time, time = 1, time_steps = 1000, max_step =
0.1):

14

15 # Hamiltonian object
16 self.H_time = H_time
17 self.N = len(H_time.EnergyMatrix)
18

19 # parameters for time evolution
20 self.time = time
21 self.time_steps = time_steps
22 self.max_step = max_step
23

24

25 # Time evolution operator
26 self.U = 0
27 # time evolved Majorana states
28 self.psi_t = 0
29

30 # amount of Majorana states
31 self.maj_amount = 2
32

33 # instantaneous eigenstates
34 self.starting_functions = 0
35 self.final_functions = 0
36 self.mixed_state = True
37

38 # overlap matrix between inital and final Majorana states
39 self.exchange_matrix = 0
40

41 # interval of amount of time steps for calculating further
properties

42 self.interval = 1
43

44 # adiabatic values
45 self.adiabatic_value = 1
46 self.adiabatic_values_time = 0
47

48 # lowest eigenenergies in time
49 self.eigenenergies_time = 0
50 # dynamical phase of the Majorana states
51 self.dynamical_phase = 0
52

53

54

55

56 def reset_time(self):
57 """
58 Sets the parameters of the system to their initial configuration.
59 """
60

61 self.H_time.change_params_in_time(0)
62

63 def set_starting_functions(self, mixed_state = True):
64 """
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65 Sets the starting functions of the time evolution. The parameter ’
mixed_state’ is used to choose a calculation way and also set
as standard for the time evolution.

66 """
67 self.H_time.change_params_in_time(0)
68 m = self.H_time.calculate_Majorana_eigenfunctions(mixed_state =

mixed_state, maj_amount = self.maj_amount)
69 self.starting_functions = np.array(m)
70 self.mixed_state = mixed_state
71

72 def set_final_functions(self):
73 """
74 Sets the final instantaneous eigenstates of the time evolution.
75 """
76 self.H_time.change_params_in_time(self.time)
77 self.H_time.set_BDG_Hamiltonian()
78 m = self.H_time.calculate_Majorana_eigenfunctions(mixed_state =

self.mixed_state, maj_amount = self.maj_amount)
79 self.final_functions = np.array(m)
80

81 def calculate_diagonalized_functions_time(self, time):
82 """
83 Returns the instantaneous eigenstates of the time evolution at a

specific time ’time’.
84 """
85 self.H_time.change_params_in_time(time)
86 self.H_time.set_BDG_Hamiltonian()
87 m = self.H_time.calculate_Majorana_eigenfunctions(mixed_state =

self.mixed_state, maj_amount = self.maj_amount)
88 return np.array(m)
89

90 def solve_SE_Runge_Kutta(self):
91

92 """
93 Solves SchrÃ¶dinger equation numerically with scipy.solve_ivp.

This method is based on Runge-Kutta algorithm with second and
third order.

94 Interval of solving: self.time
95 Maximum step size: self.max_step
96 Stored time steps: self.time_steps
97

98 The attribute mixed_state determines how the starting states of
the Majoranas are determined.

99

100

101 """
102 self.reset_time()
103 self.H_time.set_BDG_Hamiltonian()
104 self.set_starting_functions(mixed_state = self.mixed_state)
105

106 time = self.time
107 time_steps = self.time_steps
108

109 def f(time, psi):
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110 self.H_time.change_params_in_time(time)
111 self.H_time.set_BDG_Hamiltonian()
112 dpsi = - 1.j * np.dot(self.H_time.EnergyMatrix, psi)
113 return dpsi
114

115 if self.maj_amount == 2:
116 psi0 = self.starting_functions[0]
117 psi1 = self.starting_functions[1]
118 psit0 = solve_ivp(f, (0,time), psi0, t_eval = np.linspace(0,

time, time_steps), method = "RK23", max_step = self.
max_step)

119 psit1 = solve_ivp(f, (0,time), psi1, t_eval = np.linspace(0,
time, time_steps), method = "RK23", max_step = self.
max_step)

120

121 self.psi_t = np.array([psit0.y, psit1.y])
122

123 else:
124 psi_t = np.zeros((self.maj_amount, len(self.starting_functions

[0]), time_steps), dtype = "complex")
125 for i in range(self.maj_amount):
126 psi_t[i] = solve_ivp(f, (0,time), self.starting_functions

[i], t_eval = np.linspace(0, time, time_steps), method
= "RK23", max_step = self.max_step).y

127

128 self.psi_t = psi_t
129

130

131 def calculate_exchange_operator(self):
132 """
133 Calculates the exchange matrix which occurs after an movement of

the Majoranas. Hereby, the overlaps between the starting
functions of the Majoranas and the time evolved states are
calculated and stored in a matrix.

134 """
135

136 N_states = len(self.psi_t[:, : , - 1])
137

138 exchange_matrix = np.zeros((N_states, N_states), dtype = "complex"
)

139

140 for i in range(N_states):
141 for j in range(N_states):
142 exchange_matrix[j, i] = np.dot(np.conj(self.

starting_functions[i]), self.psi_t[j, : , - 1])
143

144 self.exchange_matrix = exchange_matrix
145

146

147 def calculate_adiabatic_value(self, end_time, Majorana_number):
148

149 """
150 Calculate the adiabatic value for the Majorana state defined by ’

Majorana_number’.
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151 """
152

153 self.set_final_functions()
154

155 end_index = int(end_time / self.time * self.time_steps) - 1
156

157 final_eigenstate = self.final_functions[Majorana_number]
158

159 if np.abs(np.dot(np.conj(final_eigenstate), self.psi_t[
Majorana_number, :, -1])) ** 2 < 10e-3:

160 final_eigenstate = self.final_functions[np.abs(Majorana_number
- 2) // 2]

161

162 self.adiabatic_value = np.abs(np.dot(np.conj(final_eigenstate),
self.psi_t[Majorana_number, :, - 1]))**2

163

164

165

166 def calculate_adiabatic_value_in_time(self):
167 """
168 Calculates the adiabatic values corresponding for each ’interval’

time step of the time evolution.
169 Stores the result in ’self.adiabatic_values_time’ as array. The

first entry are the corresponding time steps and the following
the adiabatic values for each Majorana.

170 """
171

172 dt = self.time / self.time_steps
173

174 adiabatic_values = np.zeros((3, self.time_steps // self.interval))
175 adiabatic_values[0] = np.linspace(0, self.time, self.time_steps //

self.interval)
176

177 n = 0
178

179 for i in range(0, self.time_steps, self.interval):
180 m1 = self.psi_t[0, :, i]
181 m2 = self.psi_t[1, :, i]
182

183 m1_diagonalized, m2_diagonalized = self.
calculate_diagonalized_functions_time(i * dt)

184

185 if np.abs(np.dot(np.conj(m2_diagonalized), m2)) ** 2 > 0.2 *
10e-1:

186 adiabatic_values[1, n] = np.abs(np.dot(np.conj(
m2_diagonalized), m2)) ** 2

187 adiabatic_values[2, n] = np.abs(np.dot(np.conj(
m1_diagonalized), m1)) ** 2

188

189 else:
190 adiabatic_values[1, n] = np.abs(np.dot(np.conj(

m1_diagonalized), m2)) ** 2
191 adiabatic_values[2, n] = np.abs(np.dot(np.conj(

m2_diagonalized), m1)) ** 2
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192

193 n += 1
194

195 self.adiabatic_values_time = adiabatic_values
196

197

198

199 def lowest_eigenenergies_in_time(self, amount = 2):
200 """
201 Calulates the lowest (amount = ’amount’) eigenenergies in time for

"interval" time steps of the time evolution
202 """
203

204

205 dt = self.interval * self.time / (self.time_steps - 1)
206 steps = self.time_steps // self.interval
207 self.reset_time()
208 ev = np.zeros((amount, steps))
209

210 for i in range(steps):
211

212 self.H_time.change_params_in_time(i * dt)
213 self.H_time.set_BDG_Hamiltonian()
214 self.H_time.CalculateEigenValues()
215 for j in range(amount):
216 l = len(self.H_time.EigenValues)
217 ev[j, i] = 0.5 * (np.abs(self.H_time.EigenValues[l//2 + j

]) + np.abs(self.H_time.EigenValues[l//2 - 1 - j]))
218

219 self.eigenenergies_time = ev
220

221

222 def set_dynamical_phase(self, maj_number = 0):
223 """
224 Calculates the collected dynamical phase in the time evolution by

using of trapez integration
225 """
226

227 dt = self.interval * self.time / (self.time_steps - 1)
228

229 self.dynamical_phase = np.trapz(self.eigenenergies_time[maj_number
], dx = dt)

230

231

232

233 def save_psi_t(self, name = "no_name.npy"):
234

235 """
236 Saves the time evolved state psi(t) with the given filename ’name’
237 """
238

239 np.save(name, self.psi_t)
240

241
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242 def save_eigenenergies_t(self, name = "ev.npy"):
243 """
244 Saves the eigenenergies in time with the given filename ’name’
245 """
246

247 np.save(name, self.eigenenergies_time)
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